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Abstract
The research of this thesis has two main goals. The first goal is to provide the recon-
figurability feature to the component-based systems. The second goal is to select the
optimal configuration from a set of configurations, which provide similar functionality.
The selection process depends on the non-functional properties of the system.
Reconfigurability is essential feature for many contemporary component-based sys-
tems. reconfigurability enhances the continuous availability, the adaptability, the evolv-
ability, the maintainability, and the performance. Avionics systems, telecommunications
switches and some commercial systems require the high availability. For these systems,
long shutting down is not allowable due to economical or safety reasons. The adapt-
ability and the evolvability are also important features for those systems which need to
accommodate the the environmental changes or the new requirements of software users.
the maintainability and the performance are important requirements for a large category
of systems. All the previous motivations and more show the importance of having the
reconfigurability.
Reconfigurability is the ability to change the system structure or the system behavior
at running time without stopping it. The work presented in this thesis investigates the
required mechanisms and techniques in order to provide the reconfigurability feature
to a component-based system. The provision of the reconfigurability feature requires
preserving the system consistency during and after the reconfiguration. The consistency
has two kinds: global consistency and local consistency. In this thesis, we propose an
approach to preserve the global consistency of a reconfigurable component-based system
using declarative formal language. Another approach is proposed to preserve the local
consistency during the reconfiguration. The second approach investigates the relationship
between the indirect dependency and the dynamic reconfiguration.
Configuration selection is to select the most optimal configuration from a set of alter-
natives in order to maximize the end user satisfaction. The thesis proposes an approach
to make the best selection depending on the user preferences.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents and introduces the thesis. It provides a brief background about
the topic, the investigated problem, the proposed approaches and the thesis plan.
1.1 Background of The Research
The research of this thesis has two main objectives. The first axis is to support the
reconfigurability feature to the component-based systems 1. The second axis is to select
the optimal configuration from a set of configurations which provide similar functionality.
The selection process depends on the non-functional properties of the system.
The research investigates the two axes in the component-based systems domain.
Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) [SGM02, HC01] is a powerful technology
to create complex systems because it provides strong features like assembling the build-
ing blocks (components) to build complex modular system, software reuse, and complex
management.
1.1.1 Dynamic Reconfiguration
A reconfigurable system has the ability to change its structure and behavior during the
execution time without the need to restart or to stop the system.
Adding the reconfigurability feature to component-based systems is very essential
in order to build autonomous and adaptive systems. There are several motivations for
supporting dynamic reconfiguration in contemporary component-based systems. Some
of these motivations are: High availability, adaptability, evolvability, maintainability,
and performance. High available systems aim to change their configuration at execution
time without stopping or restarting them. Another important class of software systems
need to accommodate the environmental changes or the new requirements of software
1In this thesis, components follow the black box view.
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users. Furthermore, the evolving runtime environments require the system to provide
the reconfigurability feature in order to satisfy the unpredictable changes. Dynamic
reconfiguration can help such systems to satisfy these requirements.
There are various kinds of software systems which aim to possess the reconfigurability
feature. Examples include systems such as avionics systems, telecommunications switches
and some commercial systems. For these systems the continuous availability is a critical
requirement in order to work correctly. Also, adaptable systems and autonomous systems
need to have the reconfigurability feature in order to adapt the continuous change in the
working environment.
Figure 1.1: Consistency categories
To this end, we explain briefly the meaning of the dynamic reconfiguration term
and we give some example of systems need the reconfigurability feature. But, someone
may ask the following question: Many operating systems and middleware provide some
tools for loading and unloading the components (e.g., dynamic link libraries in UNIX)
at running time without the need to restart the system, so what is the difference between
the previous tools and the dynamic reconfiguration? The answer is the previous tools
can modify the system at runtime but they do not have any support for consistency
preservation, correctness and state transfer 2. Using the previous tools may leave the
system in an inconsistent state and may break the system correctness.
Therefore, the essential point of dynamic reconfiguration is to change the system at
running time without the need to stop it and to preserve the system consistency
during and after the reconfiguration. In this research, the majority of work is
focusing on preserving the system consistency during and after the change. So, what is
the meaning of the consistency?
In fact, the consistency (cf. figure 1.1) can be divided into two categories: The global
consistency and the local consistency. Global consistency means to satisfy the system
invariants. This is done by preventing the reconfiguration operations from violating
the system invariants. An example of system invariants would be: In a binary tree,
there are at most two children for each node. Local consistency means to prevent the
2State transfer is discussed in chapter 5, section 5.3
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information loss. For example, if the reconfiguration manager wants to replace an old
version of a component by a new version of this component then, the reconfiguration
should guarantee that the current status of the old component will be transferred to the
new one. Preserving the local consistency in reconfigurable systems, during and after
the reconfiguration process, is a tedious task[KM90, BISZ98]. Several works have been
done in the literature to preserve the local consistency. One of the most popular works is
done by Kramer and Magee[KM90]. They proved that the quiescence criterion or the safe
state criterion was sufficient to ensure the local consistency during the reconfiguration
of a distributed system. Figure 1.2 shows the sequence of the preserving of the system
consistency during the reconfiguration process.
Figure 1.2: The summary of dynamic reconfiguration
First of all, the system receives a set of reconfiguration (change) commands. Then, a
verification step should be done to ensure the preserving of the global consistency. That’s
to say, all system constraints should be satisfied. If the reconfiguration commands violate
the system invariants then the reconfiguration commands are rejected. If the reconfigura-
tion commands satisfy the system invariants then the global consistency is preserved and
the reconfiguration process can be started. During and after the reconfiguration process
the local consistency should be preserved (no information loss). Usually, local consistency
preservation is done by driving the system to a safe state. When the safe state is reached
then, it is possible to reconfigure the target component.
The reconfiguration operations make structural modifications in order to change the
system behavior or the system structure. In this research, we take into consideration five
kinds of dynamic reconfiguration primitives. The following list shows these primitives:
1. Add primitive: aims to add a new component to the current system.
2. Remove primitive: aims to remove a new component from the current system.
3. Link primitive: aims to add a new link between two interfaces.
4. Unlink primitive: aims to remove an existing link between two interfaces.
3
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5. Replace primitive: aims to replace an existing component from the current system
by a new component.
1.1.2 Configuration Selection
The goal of the research in this axis is to propose an approach which enables an au-
tonomous system to choose the most preferred configuration from a set of alternatives in
order to maximize the end user satisfaction. An autonomous reconfigurable component-
based system is a system which has the ability to change itself by self-reconfiguring.
Figure 1.3 shows the architecture of an autonomous reconfigurable component-based
system. The architecture has several layers.
Figure 1.3: The architecture of an autonomous reconfigurable component-based system
Let us present the role of each layer from the bottom to the top. At the lower layer,
the system has a pool of components where each component provides some services via its
interfaces. The desired functionality can be provided by assembling some components in
a specific configuration. The reconfiguration management layer is responsible for recon-
figuring the components and assemble them in order to construct a configuration which
can provide the desired functionality. The reconfiguration management unit supports
the five essential operations of dynamic reconfiguration: add components, remove, link,
unlink, replace.
The analysis and decision making layer is responsible for analyzing the collected infor-
mation in order to take the correct decision. The collected information has two sources:
the monitoring unit and the end user. The monitoring unit gathers the information
about the working environment and conveys them to the analysis and decision making
layer to adapt the working environment changes. The end user can also ask the system
to reconfigure itself to provide the new requirements of the user.
To this end, the first layer monitoring unit and the end user is responsible to convey
4
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the user requirements or information about the working environment. The analysis and
decision making layer is responsible to analyze the received data and to take the decision
whether the system should be reconfigured or not. If the system should be reconfigured
then this layer should provide the model of the new configuration. The reconfiguration
management layer implements the model on the components layer.
Figure 1.4: A mobile component-based operating system
Figure 1.5: Different configurations provide similar functionality
The investigation made in this thesis is focused on the analysis and decision making
layer. If the reconfiguration decision has been taken then, this layer is responsible for
providing the model of the new configuration. In many cases, this layer can find many
different models, each of them provides the same desired functionality. For example,
suppose that we have a mobile component-based operating system 1.4. The user wants
to get access to the map browser in order to get some information about his or her
location. The desired information may be road map or schools or hotels etc.. Therefore,
the system should change its configuration from the current configuration Conf to a
new configuration which provides the desired functionality (map browsing in this case).
A reconfiguration decision has been taken to modify the current configuration Conf in
order to provide the map browsing functionality . The analysis shows that there are three
new models which can provide the desired functionality Conf ′1, Conf ′2, and Conf ′3
(figure 1.5).
• Conf ′1 depends on using the GPS service and it contains the components Map
Browser and GPS Driver. The GPS service is free (advantage), however it consumes
the battery energy (drawback).
5
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• Conf ′2 depends on using the WiFi service and it contains the components Map
Browser and WiFi Driver. The WiFi service is fast (advantage), however it is very
expensive (drawback).
• Conf ′3 depends on using the Data Connection service and it contains the compo-
nents Map Browser and Data Connection Driver. The Data Connection service is
less expensive (advantage), however it is very slow (drawback).
So the question which reconfiguration model should be chosen? The thesis proposes
an approach which uses the non-functional properties (such as price, power consumption,
response time) in order to select the most optimal configuration model. Non-functional
properties such as price, power consumption, speed, etc. can be used to specify the user
preferences. The goal of the research is to select the configuration model, which can
maximize the user satisfaction by exploiting the non-functional properties.
1.2 Research Requirements
The work described in this thesis considers the following requirements:
1. Component-based structure
A reconfigurable software system should be modular. This means that the structure
of the system consists of several entities connected to each other. Usually, these
entities represent the unit of change.
A dynamic reconfiguration approach may change statements or procedures or mod-
ules or objects or components or even subsystems. It is very recommended to focus
on the big picture by looking at the system as a set of components rather than
diving to the statements and variables depths. The work made in this thesis adopts
the component-based structure.
2. Declarative structural formal specification
Building reconfigurable component-based systems requires the ability to specify
the structure and the behavior of a reconfigurable system. The reconfigurability
implies the specification should model the structure of the system and the dynamic
aspects.
In the thesis we use Alloy [Jac06] specification language to model the structure
and the dynamic aspects of a reconfigurable system. There are many motivations
behind choosing Alloy language. Alloy is a lightweight, scalable, high performance
language. Alloy also is based on formal specification and is amenable to a fully
automated analysis.
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3. Structural constraints representation
Preserving the global consistency of a reconfigurable system requires the satisfaction
of a set of constraints about its structure. Usually, we express these constraints as
facts. A reconfiguration operation is considered as a valid operation if it satisfies
the whole set of the structural constraints. For example, to prevent the self-binding
we may express this constraint by the following fact: A component cannot bind to
itself. This can prevent the self-relation.
Respecting the satisfaction of the set of constraints is very important to ensure the
consistency during and after the reconfiguration process.
4. Run-time analyzing
Dynamic reconfiguration commands analyzer should always preserve the system
consistency. Therefore, these commands are analyzed at the running time to check
whether they can produce a new consistent system (configuration) or not. A con-
sistent configuration is compliant with the system model.
Alloy analyzer is used to check whether the reconfiguration commands can be exe-
cuted or not. Acceptable reconfiguration commands should not violate the system
invariants.
5. Safe state
Usually, in order to preserve the local consistency of the system. Dynamic recon-
figuration approaches should put the affected components in a safe state before
reconfiguring them. Safe state comprises two things. The first one, the target com-
ponent must be frozen or inactive. That’s to say the component do not send or
receive or process any information. The second one, the target component should
be isolated from the unaffected components. The reconfiguration approaches differ
from each other in the way they use to reach the safe state.
6. Explicit specification of non-functional properties
Getting benefit from the non-functional properties in order to select the most op-
timal configuration according to the user preferences requires explicit specification
non-functional properties. The thesis uses Acme [GMW10] description language.
Acme is an Architecture Description Language (ADL). We choose Acme because
it has the ability to model and to specify the non-functional properties. It uses
the components to represent the structure of the system. Connectors are used to
represent the different connections between components. In Acme modeling a com-
ponent may have properties. There are two types of properties: functional and
non-functional. Functional properties are used to represent the computational be-
havior of the component. Non-functional properties is used to represent the system
qualities. For example, performance, delay, price, and reliability.
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1.3 Contributions
The primary contribution of this work is to provide a comparative study between various
dynamic reconfiguration approaches by exploring the features of these approaches and to
classify them with respect to these features.
The comparative study starts by exploring the comparison criteria. Then, it surveys
several approaches for supporting dynamic reconfiguration. The approaches are selected
from various software models. This work has been presented in [Edd13].
The second contribution proposes an approach for preserving the global consistency
during the reconfiguration. The approach has three major steps: Firstly, it proposes a
general model to specify the system structure using a formal specification language and
then it proposes a set of constraints to represent the system invariants. Respecting the
satisfaction of the set of constraints is very important to ensure the consistency during
and after the reconfiguration process. Finally, we use an analyzer in order to analyze the
proposed model.
Different approaches have been proposed to preserve the global consistency. The com-
mon thing between these approaches is to model, specify, and constrain the dynamically
reconfigurable systems. However, none of them uses a formal specification language which
has an analyzer such as Alloy language [Jac06]. Alloy analyzer provides fully automated
analysis. This work has been presented in [CEM13].
The third contribution proposes an approach, which investigates the relationship be-
tween the indirect dependency and the dynamic reconfiguration in the component-based
systems.
Usually, a Component-Based System has two kinds of dependencies. The first one is
the direct dependency which arises from the direct connections of each component with
its neighbors. The other kind is the indirect dependency which arises from the uncon-
nected components which potentially depend on each other. The approach proposes a
new algorithm of dynamic reconfiguration, which takes in consideration the indirect de-
pendency between the components. This work has been presented in [CEM14a].
The fourth contribution is about choosing the most preferred configuration from a set
of alternatives in order to maximize the end user satisfaction. The proposed approach
is based on using a list of non-functional properties (NFP) of components such as price,
speed, performance, etc. The proposed approach starts by presenting how to model the
structure of a component-based system. The model should specify both the functional and
the non-functional properties. Having a comprehensive model is an essential issue at the
analyzing and decision making time. Then, the approach shows how to check whether
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a configuration preserves the system consistency or not. After that it presents non-
functional properties normalization and configuration evaluation method. The evaluation
process exploits multi-criteria decision making methods (MCDA) [Tri00] to assess the
configurations according to the non-functional properties.
1.4 Thesis Plan
The thesis has seven chapters, the first chapter, which is the introduction chapter is
already presented. The rest of chapters are presented briefly below.
• Chapter 2
In the second chapter we provide a general background on dynamic reconfiguration
(definitions, motivations, classifications of dynamic reconfiguration types, etc.).
• Chapter 3
Chapter 3 surveys some of the proposed approaches in the literature. Then, it
shows the differences between these approaches by comparing them and classifying
them according to a set of criteria.
• Chapter 4
Chapter 4 proposes an approach to preserve the global consistency of a reconfig-
urable component-based system. The approach starts by specifying a general model
using a declarative formal language (Alloy). We have shown that the system struc-
ture can be modeled by using Alloy signatures and relations. Additional relations
and facts can be added to this model to represent any structure.
To model the reconfigurability, we have used Alloy predicates. Each predicate rep-
resents a reconfiguration operation. Multiple predicates can be gathered in another
predicate to represent the desired reconfiguration commands. Preserving the global
consistency means to respect the system invariants. In Alloy, system invariants can
be modeled by using facts. Finally, we have showed the benefit of using automated
formal language by running many tests to check the safety of the reconfiguration
commands. We can decide by using Alloy analyzer whether the reconfiguration
operations preserve the global consistency or not.
• Chapter 5
Chapter 5 investigates the relationship between the indirect dependency of the
system components and the dynamic reconfiguration. It proposes a new algorithm
of dynamic reconfiguration, which takes in consideration the indirect dependency
between the components.
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The proposed approach models the indirect dependency between the components
of a component-based system. The model is written by using Alloy language.
• Chapter 6
Chapter 6 presents an adaptive approach to select the most appropriate configura-
tion from a set of configurations which provide similar functionality. The goal is
to maximize the user satisfaction. The approach starts by proposing a model us-
ing Acme language, which allows us to model the non-functional properties. Then
we discuss how to preserve the global consistency in order to ensure the system
correctness.
After that, we show how to specify the NFPs so that they can be used in the
evaluation functions. Finally, we show how to evaluate and select the most optimal
configuration according to the user preferences.
• Chapter 7
Finally, Chapter 7 discusses future work and concludes.
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Component-based Engineering and
Dynamic Reconfiguration concepts
In this Chapter we provide a general knowledge of the basics of component-based en-
gineering and dynamic reconfiguration. We start by presenting a general background
about the CBE concepts. Then we explain the dynamic reconfiguration concepts and
what are the motivations and the goals for adding the dynamic reconfiguration feature
to an application or to a system. Then, what are the the challenges of adding dynamic
reconfiguration feature. Finally, we present the five essential operations of dynamic re-
configuration.
2.1 Software Components
2.1.1 Definitions
• Component-based software engineering (CBSE)
is a class of software engineering that emphasizes the design and construction of
computer-based systems using reusable software.
• A software component
is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context
dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is
subject to composition by third parties [SGM02].
Szyperski’s definition contains the following characteristic properties of components:
1. A unit of composition by third parties
for component to be composable with other components, it should be self-contained.
In addition, it should have a clear specification of what it requires or provides.
That’s to say, a component should encapsulate its implementation and interact
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with its environment using interfaces. Third party is one that cannot be expected
to have access to the construction details of the component.
2. A unit of independent deployment
for component to be independently deployable, it should be well separated from its
environment and other components. Therefore, the component should encapsulate
its constituent features as it is a unit of deployment, a component will never be
deployed partially.
3. Contractual interfaces
interfaces are the means by which components can connect. Interfaces define the
components access points. When a component offers services to the others, it
implements a provided interface that specifies the services that other components
can utilize, and how they can use them. However, when a component needs to use
another component in order to function and work correctly, it adopts a required
interface that specifies the services that it needs. A useful way to view interfaces
specifications is as contracts between a client of an interface and a provider of an
implementation of the interface. The contract states two things. The first one is
what the client needs to do to use the interface. The second one is what the provider
has to implement to meet the services promised by the interface.
4. Explicit context dependencies
context dependencies refer to the context of composition and deployment. They
include the component model that defines the rules of composition and the com-
ponent platform that defines the rules of deployment, installation, and activation
of components. So, according to the component definition, the components should
specifies their needs explicitly.
Figure 2.1: The UML component diagram
Figure 2.1 shows a UML component diagram. The main purpose of the component
diagram is to show the structural relationships between the components of the system. In
UML 2, the component is modeled by drawing rectangle with the component’s name in it
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with interface symbols connect to it. A provided interface is represented using interface
symbol with a complete circle at their end. A required interface is represented using
interface symbol with only a half circle at their end.
2.1.2 CBSE Characteristics
Component-based software engineering (CBSE) has a lot of features. The following list
states the essential ones:
• Effective reuse
CBSE is an approach that relies on software reuse. It emerged from the failure
of object-oriented development to support effective reuse. The main idea behind
CBSE is to reuse the component in different applications. However, in order to reuse
the component, a set of constraints should be satisfied such as: good documentation
(component specification), similar architecture and well-organized reuse process.
• Substitutability
substitutability means replacing a component or a part of an implementation with
another component or another art of an implementation.
• Independency
Components are independent so do not interfere with each other because each com-
ponent see the other component as a black box. The only way for components to
react with each other is to communicate through well-defined interfaces.
• Extensibility
The system can be extended either by adding new additional components or be
extending the functionality of certain component in order to do new tasks.
• Better quality and lower costs
CBSE increases quality, especially evolvability and maintainability. CBSE also
shortens development time and increases the productivity. Component platforms
are shared and therefore, development costs are reduced.
2.2 Software Architecture
In this section, we give some of the background of software architecture because the
approaches proposed in this thesis focus on the high-level view of the component-based
system parts.
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2.2.1 Definition
According to [Gro00], the formal definition of software architecture is:
the fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships
to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution.
From the previous definition, we can extract the main concepts of the software archi-
tecture.
• A software architecture is the high level design which specifies the system organi-
zation.
• A software architecture comprises a collection of software components and the re-
lations between them.
• A software architecture includes the principles, the constraints, and the guidelines
governing its design and evolution over time.
2.2.2 Software Architecture Characteristics
Software Architecture has a lot of features. The following list exhibits the essential ones:
• Separation of concerns
The software architecture reduces the high complexity of modern systems by sepa-
rating the stakeholders concerns. A system stakeholder is an individual, team, or
organization with concerns relative to a system. Usually, an architectural descrip-
tion is organized into one or more architectural views. Each view addresses one or
more of the concerns of the system stakeholders.
• Quality addressing
Software architecture is the first design artifact where a system’s quality attributes
are addressed. Quality of an architectural description refers to its capability to meet
the needs and concerns of the stakeholders for whom it was constructed. Some qual-
ities are observable via execution such as performance, security, availability, func-
tionality, usability. And some are not observable via execution: reconfigurability,
modifiability, portability, reusability, integrability, testability.
• High-level view
Software architecture is a high-level design which represents an overall vision of
what it should do and how it should do it. software architecture does not describe
how the components or connections are implemented? or what are the languages
or protocols used during the implementation?.
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• System analysis
Software architecture enables the analysis of the system before the system has been
built or before the system reconfiguration. The analysis gives the ability to verify
whether the future system or the future configuration can satisfy the requirements
or not.
2.3 Component Models
Component model is a definition of standards for component implementation, documen-
tation and deployment. There are several different component models for developing
component-based software. A popular examples are: Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) component Model, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) model, Compo-
nent Object Model (COM) model, .NET model and Fractal component model. In the
following subsections, we briefly introduce each model.
2.3.1 CCM
The CORBA Component Model (CCM) is a specification for creating server-side scal-
able, transactional, multi-user and secure enterprise-level applications. CCM extends
Corba object model to support the concept of components and establishes standards for
implementing, packaging, assembling, and deploying component implementations.
The CCM specification defines the four following models:
1. The CCM abstract model which enables developers to define interfaces and prop-
erties of components.
2. The CCM programming model which defines both the Component Implementa-
tion Definition Language (CIDL) and the Component Implementation Framework
(CIF).
3. The CCM deployment model which defines the packaging and deployment tools.
4. The CCM execution model which defines containers as the technological artifacts.
A container is a runtime environment for component instances and their homes.
Several containers could be hosted by a same component server.
The CORBA component model has a lot of features. The following list shows some of
them:
• A standard development process:
CCM is considered as a standard way for developing and building the distributed
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applications. CCM defines different roles: component designer (OMG IDL), com-
ponent implementer (OMG CIDL), component packager, and component deployer.
CCM addresses the concerns of each role.
• Automatized distributed deployment and configuration process:
The CORBA component model automates the deployment of component assem-
blies to component servers. It provides an automatized distributed deployment and
configuration process: to install the various component implementations of an ap-
plication on a set of distributed nodes, to create component instances, to configure
their attributes, to interconnect the created components, to start the components.
• The interoperability standard:
The interoperability standard is one of the key features of CCM standards. CCM
application can contain an assembly of EJB and CCM components. The CCM-
EJB standard enables to bridge the gap between EJB environments and CCM
environments.
2.3.2 EJB
The Enterprise Java Beans is a managed, server-side component architecture for the
development and deployment of distributed enterprise applications. Applications written
using the Enterprise Java Beans architecture can be written once, and deployed on any
server platform that supports the Enterprise Java Beans specification.
The goal of Enterprise Java Beans is to construct and to build scalable, transactional,
and secure applications. With EJB the business object can be: distributed, secure,
transactional, persistent.
The Enterprise Java Beans component model has the following important features:
• Server-side components:
EJB components are server-side components written entirely in the Java program-
ming language. Server-side components are reusable, prepackaged pieces of appli-
cation functionality that are designed to run in an application server.
• Standard infrastructure services:
There are different services automatically managed for the EJB component by the
EJB server. These services include: persistence management, life cycle manage-
ment, security management, distributed transaction management, concurrent ac-
cess management, load balancing, fault tolerance etc.
• Self-contained components:
EJB components are self-contained software elements, independent from any other
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components. EJB components contain business logic only, they are only contain the
code necessary to implement their services. No System-level programming Compo-
nents is required.
• Portability:
EJB components are fully portable across any EJB server and any OS, work with
any client. The EJB environment automatically maps the component to the un-
derlying vendor-specific infrastructure services.
• Simplifying development:
The EJB architecture provides an integrated application framework. An EJB server
automatically manages a number of middleware services on behalf of the application
components. EJB component developers can concentrate on writing business logic
rather than complex middleware.
2.3.3 .NET
The Microsoft .NET framework is a platform for designing, building, deploying, and
running secured .NET software components to be integrated in highly distributed ap-
plications and for developing XML web services. Microsoft .Net aims to simplify the
development process of distributed applications.
Microsoft .Net provides component-based, multi-languages environment for integrat-
ing existing applications with internet to meet the challenges of new applications for
deployment and operation of internet-scale applications.
The primary component of Microsoft .NET are:
1. Common Language Runtime (CLR)
Common Language Runtime is a virtual machine environment like Java virtual
machine (JVM) sitting on the top of Windows operating system. CLR consists of
Common Type System (CTS), Just-In-Time IL Compiler (JIT), Execution unit,
plus some other management services such as garbage collection and security man-
agement.
2. .NET System Class Libraries
The .NET framework class library is a collection of reusable basic classes that
tightly integrate with the runtime. The framework class library collects all classes
including Windows Foundation Classes (WFC), Web Forms (the forms engine for
ASP.NET).
3. ASP.NET used to create XML Web Services
The Microsoft’s Active Server Pages (ASP.Net) is an open source server-side Web
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application framework designed for Web development to build dynamic web sites,
web applications and web services.
The .Net component model has a lot of features. The following list shows some of them:
• Language interoperability:
Microsoft .Net provides language interoperability. That’s to say each programming
language can use code written in other programming languages.
• Strong emphasis on Web connectivity:
using XML web services to connect and share data between smart client devices,
servers, and developers/users.
• Platform/language independent.
2.3.4 FRACTAL
Fractal [BCL+06a] is a modular component model that can be used to design, implement,
deploy and reconfigure systems and applications, from operating systems to middleware
platforms and to graphical user interfaces.
The goal of Fractal is to reduce the development, deployment and maintenance costs
of software systems in general, and of ObjectWeb projects in particular.
The Fractal component model has the following important features:
• recursivity:
components can be nested in composite components.
• Reflectivity:
Components have full introspection and intercession capabilities.
• Component sharing:
A given component instance can be included (or shared) by more than one compo-
nent. This is useful to model shared resources such as memory manager or device
drivers for instance.
• Binding components:
A single abstraction for components connections that is called bindings. Bindings
can embed any communication semantics from synchronous method calls to remote
procedure calls
• Execution model independence:
No execution model is imposed. In that, components can be run within other
execution models than the classical thread-based model such as event-based models
and so on.
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• Open:
Extra-functional services associated with a component can be customized through
the notion of a control membrane.
2.4 Architecture description language (ADL)
Architecture description languages (ADLs) are formal languages to describe and represent
software architectures. Some sophisticated ADLs also support the analysis of the software
architecture. ADLs have graphical representation with a textual form and a formally
defined syntax and semantics. ADLs focus on non-functional requirements of software
systems. In order to describe the system architecture, ADLs should support the following
building blocks:
Components, interfaces, connectors and configurations.
There are variety of architecture description languages have been developed in both the
academic and the industrial domains. In this thesis we present briefly three of the ADLs:
Acme, Darwin, Wright.
The reason behind choosing the previous ADLs is their ability to model and describe the
dynamic aspects. Here are some examples of dynamic aspects may exist in several ADLs:
• Lazy instantiation of components: a specific component is only instantiated when
any other component tries to use it.
• Specifying the non-functional properties of the components, constraining them, and
the ability to launch a repair strategy at the runtime if the constraints are violated.
Darwin (ADL)
Darwin [MK96b] is a general purpose architecture description language (ADL). The es-
sential goal of Darwin language is to model the structure of a software system. it uses
both textual and graphical modeling. Darwin describes the system architecture in terms
of components, interfaces (ports), and bindings. Components can be either primitive or
composite. A composite component contains a number of subcomponents, and a number
of bindings which describe the connections between the ports of the subcomponents. A
component port either provides or requires a specific service.
Figure 2.2 shows an example of Darwin ADL. The example contains both the textual
and the graphical representation. A filled circle in the graphical form indicates a provided
interface (port), however, the empty one represents a required interface. The textual
description shows how to define three components using the keyword component. Then we
instantiate a component using the keyword inst. The bindings between the components
ports is defined by using the keyword bind. The dynamic aspect in Darwin ADL is defined
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by the dyn keyword which allows the lazy instantiation of components. For example, in
figure 2.2 , the component z is only instantiated when x tries to use it.
Figure 2.2: Darwin ADL example
Wright (ADL)
The Wright Architecture Description Language [AG97, ADG98] can be used to provide
a formal architectural specification and to analyze both the architecture of individual
software systems and of families of systems. Wright describes the system architecture
in terms of components, ports, connectors, and roles. Wright syntax is based on the
notations of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) which gives the ability to specify
the behavior of the components, the connectors and the systems.
The component type is described as a set of ports and a component-spec which specifies
the abstract behavior of the component. A connector type defines a set of roles and a glue
specification. The roles describe the expected local behavior of each of the interacting
parties. The glue specification describes how the roles activities are coordinated.
According to [ADG98], dynamic Wright is based on the separation between the dy-
namic reconfiguration behavior of an architecture and its non-reconfiguration functional-
ity. The separation was made introducing the component configuror. This component is
responsible for specifying the dynamic behavior in terms of reconfiguration actions such
as new, del,attach and detach.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of architecture description of a simple client server
system using Wright ADL. The example defines the client and the server components.
It also defines the connector connect which contains the protocol of receiving the client
requests and returning the result, then it instantiates a server, a client and a connector.
Finally it connects the client c and the server s using the connector con.
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1 System client-server
2 Component client =
3 port send-request = [behavioral spec]
4 spec = [behavioral spec]
5 Component server =
6 port receive-request= [behavioral spec]
7 spec = [behavioral spec]
8 Connector connect =
9 role caller = (request!x -> result?x ->caller) ˆ STOP
10 role callee = (invoke?x -> return!x -> callee) [] STOP
11 glue = (caller.request?x -> callee.invoke!x
12 -> callee.return?x -> callee.result!x
13 -> glue) [] STOP
14 Instances
15 s : server
16 c : client
17 con : connect
18 Attachments :
19 client.send-request as con.caller
20 server.receive-request as con.callee
21 end client-server.
Figure 2.3: Wright ADL example
Acme (ADL)
Acme is a software architecture description language (ADL) [GMW10]. It provides a set
of language constructs for describing architectural structure, architectural types, styles
and architectural elements properties. Acme has seven types of entities for architectural
representation, the most basic elements of these entities are: components, connectors,
and systems.
The components represents the primary computational elements and data stores of
a system. The connectors represent interactions between components. The Systems
represent configurations of components and connectors.
One of the most important features of Acme is the provision of annotation of ar-
chitectural structure with lists of properties. This annotation can add more auxiliary
information about the system over the structure description. For example, information
about the power consumption, the communication speed, the constraints can be anno-
tated using the Acme nonfunctional properties. Each property has a name, an optional
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type, and a value. Any of the seven kinds of Acme architectural design entities can be
annotated.
1 System client-server = {
2 Component client = {
3 Port send-request;
4 }
5 Component server = {
6 Port receive-request;
7 Property max-concurrent-clients : integer = 5;
8 }
9 Connector connection = {
10 Role caller;
11 Role callee;
12 Property asynchronous : boolean = true;
13 }
14 Attachments {
15 client.send-request to connection.caller;
16 server.receive-request to connection.callee;
17 }
18 }
Figure 2.4: Acme ADL example
Figure 2.4 shows an example of architecture description of a simple client server
system using Acme ADL. The example defines the client and the server components. It
also defines the connector connection. The example also has two nonfunctional properties.
The first one in the server component defines the maximum number of concurrent clients
and the second one defines that the communication type between the server and the
clients is asynchronous.
The annotated nonfunctional properties define the dynamic aspect in Acme ADL
[GS02]. These properties can be constrained using a set of constraints. At running time
if a constraint is broken, then a repair strategy is applied to the architectural model.
The repair strategies is written in an imperative language in terms of a set of operators
associated with the constraints. A repair strategy has two main functions: first, to
determine the cause of the problem, and second, to determine how to fix it. Usually,
the repair strategy has a sequence of repair tactics. Each repair tactic is guarded by
a precondition that determines whether that tactic is applicable or not. Figure 2.5
shows an example repair strategy. The strategy has repair tactics. The goal of the repair
strategy is to maintain the nonfunctional property latency less than the maxLatency.
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1 invariant Latency < maxLatency
2 !-> fixLatency();
3
4 strategy fixLatency () = {
5 //imperative reparation code
6 if (fixServerLoad())
7 commit;
8 else if (fixBandwidth()
9 commit;
10 else
11 abort;
12 }
13 tactic fixServerLoad () : boolean = {
14 //here goes the reparation code
15 return fixed;
16 }
17 tactic fixBandwidth () : boolean = {
18 //here goes the reparation code
19 return fixed;
20 }
Figure 2.5: Acme repair strategy
In this thesis we choose the Acme ADL for describing architectural structure of the
component-based systems. The following list shows the reasons behind choosing the
Acme ADL:
1. Acme is simple, general, rich software architecture description language.
2. Acme has a rich set of elements for architectural representation.
3. Acme has a flexible annotation mechanism for representing the nonfunctional prop-
erties of the system.
4. Acme is able to model and to describe the dynamic aspects of a reconfigurable
component-based system.
2.5 Transaction-processing Component-based Systems
In this thesis we assume that components can affect each other states by using trans-
actions. Therefore, in this section we will give a brief introduction about transaction-
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processing Component-based Systems 1. Firstly let us start by defining the transaction
and its properties (ACID).
Definition 1 A transaction is the execution of a sequence of operations or actions that
must be either entirely completed or nothing, independently of other transactions (no
interference between transactions).
A transaction should have all the following four ACID properties:
1. Atomicity
Either all operations of a transaction are completed or none of them is executed
(there is not any impact).
2. Consistency
The system invariants must hold before and after a transaction. The transaction
should always move the system from one consistent state to another consistent
state.
3. Isolation
A transaction should be executed as if it is the only transaction running in the
system. Execution of concurrent transactions should not be interfered (overlapped)
with each other.
4. Durability
Once a transaction has been committed, its effects will be always permanent.
Components can only change each other’s states via transactions. A transaction consists
of a sequence of messages that must be executed atomically. As in [KM90], we assume
that transactions complete in bounded time and that the initiator of a transaction is
aware of its completion. The initiator is the component which starts the transaction.
Figure 2.6 shows a distributed transaction-processing Component-based System where
the information exchange is done by using transactions. For example, client components
can initiate transactions to request some information from the web servers.
Figure 2.6: Three-Tier Architecture
1More details about transaction-processing Component-based Systems is found in chapter 5.
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2.6 Dynamic Reconfiguration Definition
The usual way of updating a running system is to shut down it and then we can add
the new updates. This traditional method is called the static reconfiguration. However,
this method of modification is unacceptable for a large class of software systems. For
example, critical systems and commercial systems aim to be always available without any
suspension. A long downtime for such class of systems can cause some times dangerous
effects or undesirable consequences.
An alternative way to overcome the previous effects is to use dynamic reconfiguration.
Dynamic reconfiguration can reduce the updating time and preserve the high availability
of such systems. Before we start exploring the main concepts of dynamic reconfiguration,
let us give a general definition of it.
Dynamic reconfiguration[KM90, HP93, BD93, GJ93, WS95, MK96a, GJB96, GK96,
HW96, AHP99, OMT98, BISZ98, CD99, Wer99, CBCP02, GMK02, RAC+02, DVdHT02,
RP03, GCH+04, AvSPW04, TSP+04, KMJ+05, BJC05, HN05, BMZ+05, ZC06, MKM06,
GBV06, WSKW06, ALS06, KM07, MBK+07, SHMK07, VEBD07, PS08, FGIZ08, IFMW08,
ST09, GJ09, DLLC09, MGFRD10, GHK+10, WWS10, Li11, MBG+11, CYH+11, FGT12,
HMH+12] is the process of modifying or changing a software system at runtime without
shutting down or restarting the system. Dynamic reconfiguration must preserve the fol-
lowing things during and after the reconfiguration operation: the structural integrity, the
consistency and the correctness. The previous three items represent the major challenges
of dynamic reconfiguration, which are at the heart of all the dynamic reconfiguration
researches.
Many operating systems and middleware provide some tools for loading and unload-
ing the components (e.g., dynamic link libraries in UNIX) at running time without the
need to restart the system. However, this kind of modifications is not considered a
dynamic reconfiguration modifications, because they do not have any support for consis-
tency preservation, correctness or state transfer. Applying these mechanisms to change
a running system may leave it in inconsistent state. Moreover, these mechanisms are
error-prone and can break the system correctness.
2.7 Motivations for Dynamic Reconfiguration
There are several reasons behind adding dynamic reconfiguration feature to various kinds
of software systems. In this section we will focus on the most important motivations.
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Availability
Continuous or high availability is a critical requirement for many kinds of systems, like
avionics systems, telecommunications switches and some commercial systems. For these
systems, long shutting times for updating are unacceptable due to economical or safety
reasons. Therefore, updating such systems should be done at runtime without shutting
down or restarting the system. Dynamic reconfiguration tries to achieve the desired
modifications at runtime with the minimum execution disruption.
Adaptability
An important class of systems need to accommodate the environmental changes or the
new requirements of software users. Consequently, we would like systems to be able to
make self-reconfiguration in order to adapt the unpredictable changes during the exe-
cution time. The term adaptability indicates that the system can operate in dynamic
environments. Adaptive systems may also require structural changes in order to react
with the recent events. Hence, Dynamic reconfiguration is very important to enable the
adaptive systems to make the structural changes.
Evolvability
The evolving runtime environments require the system to provide the reconfigurability
feature in order to satisfy the unpredictable changes. The Evolvability means that the
system has the ability to adapt the new requirements of the evolving environments.
Thus, the evolving system may acquire novel functions through its lifetime in order to
adapt the unpredictable changes. Dynamic reconfiguration is very helpful to provide the
Evolvability feature for these systems.
Maintainability
During the lifetime of a software system, many problems can appear. The problems may
include programming errors, bugs, failures, software faults, and security holes. However,
long-running systems require to fix or to remove the previous problems while the system is
in execution. Dynamic reconfiguration can solve the maintainability challenge by allowing
the corrective evolution.
Performance
Contemporary systems aim to be more efficient and more faster. The performance op-
timization process needs to take into consideration the following factors: machine load,
memory capability and network bandwidth. Sometimes, Optimizing the performance in
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dynamical environments needs structural changes such as replacing one component by
another component or migrating components from an overloaded computer to an under-
loaded computer. So, the role of dynamic reconfiguration is to allow these systems to do
the desired structural changes.
2.8 Dynamic Reconfiguration Classifications
We have mentioned before that dynamic reconfiguration is very essential for the software
evolution process. Dynamic reconfiguration can be divided into two categories: 1) planned
reconfiguration, 2) unpredictable reconfiguration.
2.8.1 Planned Reconfiguration
In this class, the reconfigurable system has several modes. These modes are declared
at the design time. The system can move from mode to another at the execution time
when certain conditions are satisfied without having to modify any of its components.
Building a configuration manager for such systems is not difficult. Because the modes are
specified at the design time with the related conditions. Usually, it is the responsibility
of the designer to specify what are the different modes, how to change the mode, and
whether or not the reconfiguration operations preserve the system integrity.
Figure 2.7 shows a model for a programmed reconfigurable system. The system has
a specific number of modes. A set of conditions must be satisfied to move from the first
mode to the second mode. The task of the reconfiguration manager is to receive the
information from the users or the environment, then it alter the mode when the suitable
conditions are hold.
Figure 2.7: shows a programmed reconfigurable system model
This approach has many advantages. First, the system designer defines all the pos-
sible changes at runtime and ensures that these changes always generate a consistent
system. Secondly, it is easy to move from one mode to another when the conditions are
met because all the transitions are predefined. However, this approach also has some
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limitations. First it is ad hoc, i.e., it is related to a specific application. Then, the num-
ber of configurations or modes is already fixed and this decreases the adaptability power
when unpredictable events appear. Finally, adding new modes or configurations requires
to redesign the whole system and to recompile it.
2.8.2 Unpredictable Reconfiguration
In this class, the evolving environment has unpredictable changes. There are no prede-
fined modes or configurations. When the system receives a change operation from the
user, the reconfiguration manager should analyze the change request and verify that the
request does not break the system consistency or violates the system invariants. If some
change operations violates the system consistency or its invariants, then the reconfig-
uration manager must reject this change because it will generate inconsistent system.
Therefore, a set of invariants in this category of reconfiguration forms a basis for preserv-
ing the system consistency.
Figure 2.8 shows a model for an unpredictable reconfigurable system. The unpre-
dictable reconfiguration has no predefined modes. Instead, in order to apply the required
changes the system can move from a mode (configuration) to a new unplanned mode
(new configuration). The reconfiguration manager has a set of rules which represent the
system invariants. It receives the commands of change from the user, or from the plan-
ning manager (if the system is autonomic). Then it verifies if these change commands do
not violate the system invariants. If it discovers any violation, then the command will
be rejected. So, the reconfiguration manager here filters and refines the incoming change
requests in order to preserve the system consistency and the invariants.
Figure 2.8: shows an unpredictable reconfigurable system model
This approach has various advantages. First, it is very general. Secondly, the systems
here are more flexible and adaptable. Finally, the reconfiguration is independent from
the system specifications. However, there are some disadvantages also. First preserving
the consistency and the structural integrity is a very tedious task. Secondly, executing
any incorrect change can destroy the whole system. Therefore, the verification process
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should guarantee the preservation of consistency.
2.9 Dynamic Reconfiguration Challenges
2.9.1 Global Consistency
We say that a system has global consistency or integrity when certain constraints about
its structure are satisfied [YM92, KM98]. Usually, we express these constraints as facts.
a reconfiguration operation is considered as a valid operation if it satisfies the whole set
of the integrity constraints. For example, the following list shows some invariants about
the system structure:
• In order to preserve the structure of a system based on binary tree architecture,
the following invariant should always be satisfied: Each component from the layer
N should at most connect to two components from the layer N − 1.
• Suppose we have a distributed system which has a ring topology and each com-
ponent represents a particular node. The essential constraint to preserve the ring
topology is: Each component should only connect to exactly two other components,
forming a circular pathway.
• A global invariant may be: The number of components in the system should be
always less than maxN .
• To prevent the self binding we may express this constraint by the following fact: A
component cannot bind to itself. This can prevent the self relation.
The structure integrity constraints represents the system invariants. These invariants
should be hold during and after the reconfiguration operating. Violating such constraints
can generate inconsistent system, i.e. produce incorrect and unusable system.
2.9.2 Local Consistency
The essential role of dynamic reconfiguration management is to preserve the local consis-
tency of the system during and after the change. Dynamic reconfiguration should leave
the system in a consistent state. A consistent system is a system which continue its
execution after the reconfiguration without falling into error states due to the reconfigu-
ration.
The local consistency focus on the following points:
• Preserving the correct interactions between the system components during and after
the reconfiguration, so that the system continue its execution in a correct way.
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• Saving the state of components from losing. Dynamic reconfiguration should ensure
that there is no lost information because of the runtime change.
In fact Kramer and Magee [KM90] proposed the de facto approach to preserve the
local consistency. They consider that each component has two main states: Active and
passive. These states are defined as bellow:
Definition 2 A component in the active state can initiate, accept, and service transac-
tions
Definition 3 A component in the passive state must continue to accept and service trans-
actions, but
1. it is not currently engaged in a transaction that it initiated and
2. it will not initiate new transactions.
In order to reconfigure a system during its execution, Kramer and Magee show that the
passive state is a necessary but insufficient condition. The reason is that the component
may still be receiving and serving transactions that were initiated by other components.
So, for preserving the local consistency during the reconfiguration a stronger state is
introduced.
Definition 4 A component has a quiescent status if
1. it is not currently engaged in a transaction that it initiated,
2. it will not initiate new transactions,
3. it is not currently engaged in servicing a transaction, and
4. no transactions have been or will be initiated by other components that require ser-
vice from this component.
Definition 5 In a system with only independent transactions,the passive set PS(C)of a
component C consists of:
1. The component C and
2. All components which are directly connected to C.
To this end we can say, in transaction-processing component-based Systems which
use independent transactions, the component C is quiescent if all components in PS(C)
are in the passive state. Figure 2.9 shows the states of a component in a reconfigurable
component system and how the state can be changed from one to another.
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Figure 2.9: Component state diagram
2.10 Dynamic Reconfiguration Operations
Dynamic reconfiguration changes the structure of the target system. To this change,
dynamic reconfiguration should support five essential commands: Add, Remove, Re-
place, Link, Unlink.
Add operation
• The role of Add command is to create a new component.
• Precondition for creating is trivially true.
• Why the precondition is required: When a component is created it is initially
isolated and consequently must be in the quiescent state since it can neither respond
to nor initiate transactions to other components. After the component is created or
added to the system, we can connect it the other components using link command.
Figure 2.10 shows two configurations of the component-based system before and after
the component W addition and connection.
Figure 2.10: Adding new component to a component-based system
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Remove operation
• The role of Remove command is to delete an existing component from a system.
• Precondition for removing a specific component is that it should be quiescent and
isolated. By isolated, we mean that it has no connections directed to it from other
components or from it to other components.
• Why the precondition is required: An isolated component cannot affect the
system and so can be independently removed.
Figure 2.11 shows two configurations of the component-based system before and after
the component W deletion.
Figure 2.11: Removing an existing component
Link operation
• The role of Link command is to connect a required interface of one component
to a suitable provided interface of another component.
• Precondition for linking is that the component which has the required interface
must be in the quiescent state.
• Why the precondition is required: Quiescence of the initiator component (the
initiator is the component that contains the required interface) ensures that its
state is consistent and frozen with respect to that connection, so it is possible to
enable connection initialization/finalization to occur in a stable environment.
Figure 4.6 shows two configurations of the component-based system before and after
connecting two components W and X.
Unlink operation
• The role of Unlink command is to disconnect a required interface of one com-
ponent from a provided interface of another component.
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Figure 2.12: Connecting two components
• Precondition for disconnecting is that the component which has the required
interface must be in the quiescent state.
• Why the precondition is required: Quiescence of the initiator component (the
initiator is the component that contains the required interface) ensures that its
state is consistent and frozen with respect to the target connection, so it is possible
to enable connection initialization/finalization to occur in a safe way.
Figure 2.13 shows two configurations of the component-based system before and after
disconnecting two components from each other X and Y .
Figure 2.13: Disconnecting two components
Replace operation
• The role of Replace command is to replace an old component in the system by a
new one. The goal from this command is to update the component. This command
bases on the four previous commands (Add,Remove,Link,Unlink) to do its task.
• Precondition for replacement is that the target component should be quiescent
and isolated and the components which are clients to the target component must be
also in the quiescent state. A client component has a required interface connected
with a provided interface of the target component.
• Why the precondition is required: When the target component is isolated, it
cannot affect the system and so can be independently removed in order to replace
it. And the quiescence of the clients ensures that its state is consistent and frozen
with respect to the target connection, so we can unlink and link the interfaces.
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Figure 2.14 shows two configurations (a) and (b) of the component-based system
before and after replacing the old component W by a new version U .
Figure 2.14: Replacing an existing component by a new one
2.11 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the basic concepts of the component-based engineering
and dynamic reconfiguration. We started by introducing the main characteristics of
component-based systems, we also gave a brief background about software architectures.
Then, we presented briefly some of the famous component models. We also gave a brief
view of architecture description languages (ADL) and transaction-processing Component-
based Systems. Then, we defined the dynamic reconfiguration and the terminology re-
lated to it such as global consistency and local consistency. Finally, we defined the
essential five commands of dynamic reconfiguration.
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Chapter 3
Comparative Study of Dynamic
Reconfiguration Approaches
3.1 Introduction
With the increasing trend towards adaptive and autonomous systems, dynamic reconfig-
uration becomes more and more essential part of such systems. This chapter reports the
state of the the art of dynamic reconfiguration research. It gives a basis of knowledge
about the challenges of dynamic reconfiguration. It shows different proposed solutions to
solve the dynamic reconfiguration challenges.
Several approaches to support dynamic reconfiguration have been proposed in the
literature [KM90, HP93, BD93, GJ93, WS95, MK96a, GJB96, GK96, HW96, AHP99,
OMT98, BISZ98, CD99, Wer99, CBCP02, GMK02, RAC+02, DVdHT02, RP03, GCH+04,
AvSPW04, TSP+04, KMJ+05, BJC05, HN05, BMZ+05, ZC06, MKM06, GBV06, WSKW06,
ALS06, KM07, MBK+07, SHMK07, VEBD07, PS08, FGIZ08, IFMW08, ST09, GJ09,
DLLC09, MGFRD10, GHK+10, WWS10, Li11, MBG+11, CYH+11, FGT12, HMH+12].
These approaches are different in various criteria such as the programing model and the
granularity of change.
The goal of the work throughout this chapter is to make a comparative study between
all the previous approaches of dynamic reconfiguration. The study explores the features
of these approaches and classifies them with respect to these features.
3.2 Background
In the literature there are several surveys have been conducted to classify and compare
dynamic reconfiguration approaches.
In [BCDW04], the authors survey 14 formal specification approaches based on graphs,
process algebras, logic, and other formalisms. Some of the 14 approaches are: Darwin
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ADL and Wright ADL. Then, they evaluate the ability of the surveyed approaches to
specify the self-managing architectures as well as the ability to address issues regarding
expressiveness and scalability.
In [BMZ+05], they proposed a taxonomy of software evolution based on a large number
of dimensions characterizing the mechanisms of change and the factors that influence these
mechanisms. These dimensions was divided into four logical themes: temporal properties
(when), object of change (where), system properties (what) and change support (how).
The authors apply their taxonomy to compare three concrete tools within software change
domain.
In [ST09], they present a large survey which has discussed the basic principles behind
self-adaptive software and they propose a taxonomy of adaptation in which the questions
of where, when, what, why, who, and how form the basis of this taxonomy. A landscape
has been presented based on reviewing a number of disciplines related to self-adaptive
software, as well as some selected research projects. A comparison between the different
views of this landscape has provided a framework to identify gaps.
The contribution of this chapter is a comparative study of dynamic reconfiguration
approaches which differs from the previous surveys in the following points:
1. Our survey only focuses on dynamic reconfiguration approaches.
2. Our survey shows the different approaches used to preserve the local consistency
and the different approaches used to preserve the global consistency.
3. The comparative study also compares the surveyed approaches regarding to provi-
sion of required or desired quality of service (QoS) such as: Transparency, scalabil-
ity, and independency.
4. The survey shows the different areas where the dynamic reconfiguration approaches
are investigated such as distributed systems or operating systems.
3.3 Exploring the Comparison Criteria
Dynamic reconfiguration approaches differ from each other in many aspects. In this
section, we mention a number of criteria in order to explore and to compare the surveyed
approaches.
Working area
This criteria discuss the working area in which the dynamic reconfiguration approach
works. Dynamic reconfiguration was investigated in various areas. Some approaches
deal with the operating systems, other approaches deal with the distributed systems or
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another area. Some approaches can span over multiple areas. Therefore, it is interesting
to classify the surveyed approaches with the respect to their working areas.
Granularity of change
A reconfigurable software system should be modular. This means that the structure of
the system consists of several entities connected to each other. Usually, these entities rep-
resent the units of change. Dynamic reconfiguration approach may change the statements
or procedures or modules or components or even subsystems. The granularity of change
can be too small like a statement or can be too large like a subsystem. Each approach
of dynamic reconfiguration deals with a specific unit of change. It is very recommended
that the approach focuses on the coarse-grained change units like components rather than
focusing on the fine-grained change units like variables and statements. Working with
fine-grained level increases the complexity and the difficulties.
Framework
This criteria about the framework that includes the dynamic reconfiguration functionality.
What are the existing frameworks that support the dynamic reconfiguration operations.
These frameworks usually have the implementation of the surveyed approaches, that’s to
say the code libraries and the tools that provide the dynamic change management.
Middleware based
One of the important concepts in software engineering is the rule ”Do not reinvent the
wheel”. The contemporary middleware provide good facilities to perform runtime mod-
ification. Dynamic reconfiguration approach can exploit these facilities to construct the
change management and the reconfiguration primitive operations. Usually, these facilities
perform the runtime modifications without taking in consideration the system correct-
ness or the structural integrity. Using these facilities can leave the system in inconsistent
state. Therefore, the role of dynamic reconfiguration designer is to use these facilities in
safe and reliable way in order to produce a consistent system after the reconfiguration
took place.
Consistency preservation
The most important task of the dynamic reconfiguration approaches is to preserve the
system consistency. Preserving the consistency has two challenges. The first one is how
the approach preserves the global consistency and does not violate the system invariants
or the structural integrity. The structural integrity property aims to satisfy a set of
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constraints about the system structure. For example, the binary tree structure has the
following constraint: There are at most two children for each node. The second one is
how the approach maintains the local consistency. The objective of local consistency
is to prevent the loss of the system information during the reconfiguration process. To
provide the local consistency, the approach should avoid to reconfigure the entity while
it is active.
Script language
As we have been mentioned in the introduction, Dynamic reconfiguration usually per-
forms structural modifications on the system. The most popular primitive operations of
dynamic reconfiguration are add, remove, replace, link, unlink. The surveyed approaches
express the primitive operations in different ways. Some of them use declarative language,
the others use imperative language. These languages may be general or restricted to a
specific domain.
Change mechanism
How the approach touches the running system. What is the proposed methodology to
apply dynamic reconfiguration operations. Usually, the reconfiguration approaches try
to put the affected entities in a safe state before reconfiguring them. Safe state comprises
two things. The first one, the target entity must be frozen or inactive. That’s to say
the entity do not send or receive or process any information. The second one, the target
entity should be isolated from the unaffected entities. The reconfiguration approaches
differ from each other in the way they use to reach the safe state. Some of them use the
detection way while the other drive the system to reach to the safe state. In the detection
way, the safe state is detected by observing the system execution and this depends on the
system behavior (i.e. how the system parts interact with each other). An example of this
approach is the work of Kindberg [Kin93], the author focuses on the reconfiguration of
loosely-coupled clients between server peers, the reconfiguration occurred when the state
of server quiescence is observed. However, the main drawback of detection approach is
there is no guarantee to reach the safe state if the system parts continuously interact
with each other. The driven way is to drive the system to the safe state. This is done by
passivating the target part and its adjacents. A good example of this method is Kramer
and Magee’s approach [KM90] which becomes the de facto standard for preserving the
local consistency. In this thesis, we only consider the driven way. Change mechanism
also should ensure that the disruption time of the whole dynamic operation does not
exceed the time involved by the traditional static reconfiguration. The more the change
mechanism minimizes the disruption time the more the availability maximizes.
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Independency
This property concerns whether the approach is independent from the application context
or it was developed for a specific kind of software application. The dependent approaches
are called adhoc approaches. Platform-independent approaches are more strongly recom-
mended than platform-dependent approaches.
Transparency
Dynamic reconfiguration transparency means that the approach is transparent from the
application developer and does not require any effort from the developer to create a re-
configurable system. This quality helps to limit the complexity of building reconfigurable
systems. However, nontransparent approaches require a great work from the developer
to manage the reconfiguration operations. Poor transparency means that there is no
explicit separation between functional concerns and reconfigurability concerns. The lack
for transparency makes the dynamic reconfiguration tedious and error-prone.
Scalability
Dynamic reconfiguration approach should scale up as the system grows. The reconfigura-
tion approach should be suitable for small systems as well as for large complex systems.
The scalability property has a very important impact on the development time. The lack
for the scalability property enforces the application developer to rewrite all the reconfig-
uration management stuff as the system grows up.
3.4 Dynamic Reconfiguration Approaches Survey
In this section, we survey several approaches for supporting dynamic reconfiguration.
We try to select them from various working areas (fields) such as distributed systems,
transaction-processing systems, operating systems.
Kramer and Magee’s approach
In [KM90], the authors present a structural-based approach to manage the change in the
transactional distributed systems. The approach uses the CONIC framework. In their
approach the system consists of a set of processing nodes with directed communication
links. The transaction means an information exchange between two nodes. Transac-
tions consist of a sequence of messages. Changes are specified in terms of the system
structure (e.g., add node, remove node). A declarative language is used to specify the
reconfiguration primitives. The runtime change should preserve the local consistency of
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affected nodes which means that there are no partially complete transactions. In order
to ensure the local consistency they proposed three states for a node: active, passive, and
quiescent. Active nodes can send, process and receive transactions. Passive nodes may
only process and receive transactions. The quiescent state means that the node could
not send or process or receive any transactions. When a runtime change is required the
target node and its adjacents enter into a passive state. Then after the target node fin-
ishes the current transactions it moves to the quiescent state which means that the node
is isolated and ready to accept the change. They proved also that the quiescent state is
always reachable in their model of transactional systems. Their mechanism has become
the de facto standard for preserving the local consistency between entities.
The first major advantage of their approach is the ability to scale up as the system
grows up. The second one, the approach is independent from the application context and
can be used with any programming paradigm. However, it provides a poor transparency
because there is a great burden from the programmer to develop the change management.
Later in [KM98], the authors adopted the component-based structure and they pro-
posed a general model of dynamic configuration which only permits change to occur when
the affected portions of the system are quiescent.
Purtilo and Hofmeister’s approach
The work of Purtilo and Hofmeister [PH91, HP93, HWP93] describe an approach to sup-
port dynamic reconfiguration in heterogeneous distributed applications. In this approach
the system consists of several modules and bindings between them. the modules commu-
nicate to each other via the interfaces. The reconfiguration primitives here are adding
and removing modules and the bindings between them. The approach use the plat-
form POLYLITH[Pur94] which provides both a description language and a software bus
for managing the runtime activities. Their approach is strongly related to POLYLITH
framework. In order to support the reconfiguration, The reconfiguration management has
two operations capture and restore. Capture operation captures the current state of the
executing module. the current state includes the data structure, the loop counters, file
descriptors, stack variables and heap data, pc counter and other low level information.
Restore operation restores the execution thread with updating the captured information.
This approach does not guarantee any kind of local consistency, they have focused only
on the application consistency. The absence of local consistency preservation means that
the modules can be replaced even they are in an active state. Furthermore, there are poor
transparency and error-prone scalability because the system developer is responsible to
define the reconfiguration points explicitly in the source code.
Later work by Agnew, Hofmeister and Purtilo [AHP99] proposes a simple reconfiguration
language for changing the state of event-based distributed application.
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Gupta et al’s approach
According to [GJB96, GJ93], the authors propose a theoretical formal framework for
modeling the online software change at the statement procedure level. The unit of change
of this approach is the procedure or the program executed by a certain process. old version
of a program or procedure can be replaced or updated by a new one. They describe a
prototype implementation for their approach[GJ93]. A modification shell was designed
in order to accept dynamic reconfiguration commands like the command for replacing a
specific routine with another one. They defined a set of conditions to ensure the validity of
a change. Reconfiguration can be made at any state which satisfies these conditions. The
conditions help to compute some control points where a change can be installed without
any violating of validity. A change is valid if all the variables, from the control point,
affected by the change are guaranteed to be redefined before any use. The consistency
here is related to preserving the pointers consistency when the data is modified.
This approach only deals with the procedural programming model. They claimed that
it can be extended to support the object oriented programming model and the distributed
programming model. Therefore, scaling up this approach to large complex system still an
open challenge. In addition, the approach is very hard, complex, nontransparent because
it works with the low level programming like pointers, stacks.
Hauptmann and Wasel’s approach
Hauptmann and Wasel propose an approach to reconfigure distributed real-time multi-
threading operating system. The operating system is Chorus [RAA+91]. Chorus system
can run in different run in distributed workstations or sites. Each site has a set of
multithreaded processes. The processes communicate with each other using ports via
message passing.
The goal of the work is to make online process replacement. The replacement approach
has a set of steps. Firstly, the new process is loaded without starting it. Then, all threads
in the old process is stopped. After that, the state of the old process is captured and is
transferred to the new process. Next, all ports of the old process is migrated to the new
one. Finally, the threads of the new process are started and the old process is deleted.
The reconfiguration code is written by using C/C++ programming language.
The approach has poor transparency because there is a great burden from the pro-
grammer to develop the change management. Poor independency because it is limited
to process structured model which communicate using message passing. Finally, this
approach has error-prone scalability because the developer should define the exchange
points in the source code.
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Goudarzi and Kramer’s approach
Goudarzi and Kramer [GK96] propose a reconfiguration algorithm which imposes a safe
state over the affected part of the system. The algorithm ensures the local consistency
and minimizes the disruption time of the reconfiguration. It also reduces the program-
mer contribution in order to reach the safe state. However, the algorithm suits only a
particular class of transactional systems.
The algorithm is implemented on the Darwin and Regis distributed environment
[MDK94]. The reconfiguration actions are written in a reconfiguration language. Goudarzi
assumes that processes in the system do not interleave transactions, that’s to say, if there
is a transaction in progress, a process does not participate in a new one. The great
advantage of this class of transactional systems is the possibility to drive the process to
the quiescent state by blocking it when there is no transactions are being serviced. In
order to preserve the consistency the algorithm defines a set of nodes Bset such that the
members of the Bset remain blocked during the reconfiguration. All the requests from
nodes outside the Bset group are postponed servicing them until after the completion of
the reconfiguration.
Oreizy et al’s approach
In [OMT98], Oreizy et al Propose an architectural-based approach to runtime software
modifications. The system consists of a set of components and a set of connectors. An
architectural model should be deployed with the system. This model describes the inter-
connections between components and connectors and their mapping to implementation
modules. The deployed model is used as a basis of change. The reconfiguration operations
include adding and removing components and connectors, replacing components and con-
nectors, and changing the architectural topology. The change operations are expressed
by using script language called ArchShell. Constraints are used in order to preserve the
global consistency and integrity of the system. The constraints restrict the changes that
violate the system integrity. To implement this approach, they have been developed a
prototype using java-c2 framework[MOT97]. The components and the connectors are
implemented by using java classes. The great benefit of their approach is the separation
between the runtime change management and the system functionality. Another good
benefit is using the high level of abstraction by focusing on the big picture: the system
components and their interconnections. So, this approach can scale up as the system
grows up. However, there are many limitations in the implantation: 1) there is no sup-
port for component replacement 2) there is no general purpose architectural-constraint
mechanism 3) and poor independency because the facilities for loading the components
depend on java-c2 framework.
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Bidan et al’s approach
Bidan et al [BISZ98] present a new solution for making consistent dynamic reconfigu-
ration in object oriented programming model. There approach is built atop CORBA
middelware [SFM+96]. The system consists of a set of objects that communicate over an
ORB. The algorithm exploits the facilities provided by CORBA LifeCycle COS. Dynamic
reconfiguration primitives include create and remove objects, link, unlink to create and
destroy links, and transferlink and transferstate to transfer the pending requests on a
passivated link to another activated link and the latter primitive to transfer the state
from one object to another. They developed a dynamic reconfiguration manager (DRM)
over CORBA to provide the reconfiguration primitives.
The algorithm adopts the quiescence approach [KM90] where the local consistency
refers to preserving the RPC integrity. They have done a good effort for reducing the
disruption time in Kramer-Magee approach. The efficiency comes from passivating the
links rather than passivating the whole object. Their approach can be considered as
extension to CORBA middelware. Therefore, it is application independent and it is also
transparent from the developer point of view.
Cook and Dage’s approach
Cook and Dage [CD99] present an architectural component-based framework for updating
the system components. The framework is called HERCULES. Their approach uses
coexistence policy by keeping multiple versions of a component running and contributing
to the system. Reconfiguration primitives are replace and remove. The primitives are
expressed by using invocations in the source code. The component replacement process
has several steps. Firstly, a new version of component is created and tested, then it is
installed into the running system, then the system updates its statistics about all the
running versions of components and their reliability. After that, an engineer checks the
whole statistics and he may execute one of the following actions: 1) remove a faulty
version or unused versions 2) modify the domains of invocations.
To preserve the global consistency of the multiversion system they use two types
of constraints: domain constraints and illegal domain constraints. Domain constraints
specify the specific domain of correctness of the version. Illegal domain constraints specify
a domain where the version should not even be executed.
The good benefit of multiversion strategy is the ability to roll back the update if the
new version break the consistency or the functionality of the system. However, their
approach provides a poor transparency for the software developer and also scaling this
approach up to complex systems can result in many problems due to the multiversion
solution which is not an optimal solution for all classes of software systems.
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Rutherford et al’s approach
The authors of [RAC+02] propose a reconfiguration mechanism for use with the Enter-
prise JavaBean (EJB) component model. The authors implement the BARK framework
prototype to extend the services provided by EJB to support the dynamic reconfigura-
tion. The authors show that reconfiguration actions in the Enterprise JavaBean software
systems has the following six kinds:
1. Independent parametric reconfiguration, which is a preprogrammed modification
applied to a single component.
2. Dependent parametric reconfiguration, which is a preprogrammed modification ap-
plied to multiple components.
3. Independent implementation reconfiguration, which is a modification to the imple-
mentation of a component that does not require a modification to the implementa-
tion of its clients.
4. Dependent implementation reconfiguration, which is a modification to the imple-
mentation of a component that requires a modification to the implementation of its
clients.
5. Independent interface reconfiguration, which is a modification to the interface of a
component that does not require a modification to its clients.
6. Dependent interface reconfiguration, which is a modification to the interface of a
component that requires a modification to its clients.
The BARK framework is a set of reconfiguration primitive commands such as Add which
is responsible to download to the local node a particular EJB component package from
a repository. The approach preserves the local consistency during the reconfiguration by
maintaining the state of the statefull EJB components using the EJB life-cycle meth-
ods. The reconfiguration commands are written using the XML language. The BARK
framework ensures the separation between the application context and the reconfigura-
tion management. It also is a transparent approach because the developer writes the
reconfiguration scripts using the XML language. The approach is designed to be scalable
for large distributed systems.
Garlan et al’s approach
Garlan et al [GCH+04] develop the Rainbow framework to provide self-adaptation of
software systems. The framework uses the standard view of software architecture where
the software system is represented by a graph of interconnected components. Rainbow
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supports the runtime adaptation by capturing the system’s dynamic attributes. Rainbow
framework defines two terms to support the adaptation or the system change at runtime:
operators and strategies.
1. Adaptation operators: determine a set of actions which can be performed on
a system’s elements to change its configuration. For example, AddService or Re-
moveService to add or remove services from the system configuration.
2. Adaptation strategies: specify the adaptations that can be applied to move a
system away from an undesirable condition. For example, a system might have
a cost constraint. If the cost constraint is violated then, an adaptation strategy
might replace the most costly service with lower cost services in order to reduce the
overall cost.
The adaptation scripts are written using the Stitch self-Adaptation language. Rainbow
uses independent adaptation strategies. Regrading to the transparency, Rainbow ap-
proach achieves the system adaptations in a transparent manner. However, the approach
has many concerns regarding scalability.
Almeida et al’s approach
In [AvSPW04], the authors propose a platform-independent approach for dynamic re-
configuration in distributed systems. The approach separates dynamic reconfiguration
concerns from the application functionality. The approach is based on the Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA). In particular, it uses the MDA pattern which starts by defining a
platform-independent model (PIM) of a distributed application, then defining transfor-
mations to obtain platform-specific models (PSMs).
The proposed approach has two main parts:
1. Provide dynamic reconfiguration in an abstract platform transparently. To do this
part, the authors use the UML stereotype to model the components. Then, they
propose the two Boolean properties isReplaceable and isMigrateable to show whether
the component is replaceable or not.
2. Define transformations from the abstract platform (modeling) to a concrete plat-
form. The mechanism of transformation is by providing extensions to middleware
platforms such as (CORBA, .NET). The authors have built a dynamic reconfigura-
tion service for CORBA midleware that provides reconfiguration transparency for
CORBA application objects.
In [AWVSN01] the authors implement a prototype to provide dynamic reconfiguration
to CORBA midleware by extending the functionality of the CORBA ORB. The prototype
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ensures the preservation of the local consistency using the safe state approach.
Regarding the scalability, there are many concerns because the reconfigurable components
in the system are predefined at the designing time.
Warren et al’s approach
In his early work with transactional systems [WS95, WS96], Warren and Sommerville
assume that in order to reach the safe state the applications should offer state capture
and restore services.
In [HW04], Hillman and Warren develop a framework OpenRec which consists of a
reflective component model and a reconfiguration management unit. OpenRec frame-
work has three features: a) It supports multiple reconfiguration algorithms. The reason
for this is one algorithm does not fit all applications. b) The ability to measure the
cost of using a particular reconfiguration algorithm. This allows the developer to make a
comparative analysis of multiple reconfiguration algorithms. c) The framework is itself re-
configurable. In particular, reconfiguration algorithms can be replaced at execution time.
The reconfiguration scripts are written using OpenRecML. OpenRecML is an XML-based
language, which is used to describe component configurations and alterations to existing
configurations. The proposed framework tries to make dynamic reconfiguration transpar-
ent for the system developers. With regard to scalability, the framework is not scalable
for large systems [WSKW06].
Later in [WSKW06], the authors propose an approach to preserve the global consis-
tency using ALLOY language. The approach models the system constraints using the
ALLOY language. Then, it uses the ALLOY analyzer to verify them.
Batista et al’s approach
Batista et al [BJC05] propose a meta-framework called Plastik. The framework is an
integration of a reflective component runtime OpenCOM and an architecture description
language (ADL) which is ACME/Armani. The Plastik has the following features:
1. It provides dynamic runtime reconfiguration while ensuring the consistency.
2. It supports the specification (using ACME/Armani ADL) and the creation of run-
time component-based systems.
The authors adopt the ACME/Armani ADL, which is an extension of ACME ADL.
ACME/Armani can express architectural constraints over ACME architectures such as
constraints on system composition or system behavior. These constraints define the sys-
tem invariants, which should not be violated in order to preserve the global consistency.
The authors propose an extension of ACME/Armani ADL in order to provide the runtime
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reconfiguration actions such as Remove, Detach. The reconfiguration actions expressed
by the extension of ACME/Armani ADL should by specified at designing time (pro-
grammed reconfiguration). For the unpredictable reconfigurations at the runtime level
such as a logging component, the authors use the OpenCOM meta-models [CBG+04].
In both cases the reconfiguration requests at the execution time take the form of oper-
ations directly implemented in the OpenCOM reflective meta-models. So, the proposed
approach exploits the OpenCOMs reconfiguration capabilities.
Regarding independency the proposed approach is independent from the application
context. Regarding the transparency, Plastik framework provides a transparent dynamic
reconfiguration where the system developer should only specify the reconfiguration ac-
tions. Regarding the scalability, the approach is not scalable because a lot of reconfig-
urations actions should be specified at the designing time (programmed reconfiguration
cf. 2.8.1).
Zhang et al’s approach
The authors propose an approach to preserve the correctness and the global consistency
for the adaptive software. The approach is based on formal specification of adapta-
tion requirements. In [ZC05], the specification is performed using temporal logic. An
adaptation-based extension to linear temporal logic A-LTL is proposed to specify the
adaptation semantics. In [ZC06], they use Petri nets to specify formally the adaptations.
The formal specification help the adaptation developers to ensure the global consistency
preservation by checking whether the adaptation actions satisfy the system invariants or
not.
In [ZYCM04, ZCYM05], Zhang et al propose a safe approach to reconfigure component-
based recomposable systems. The proposed approach ensures that the adaptation actions
are performed safely. The adaptation actions include the following structural modifica-
tions: a) the insertion of a new component, b) deletion of a component, c) the replacement
of an existing component. According to authors work, a safe adaptation should not vio-
late the dependency relationships and it should not interrupt the communication either
within a component or between components.
The dependency relationships between system components are specified and mod-
eled using logic expressions. For example, the following expression means the correct
functionality of component A needs the correct functionality of either component B1 or
B2:
A→ (B1⊕B2) (3.1)
The proposed method shows that the system has a set of configurations. Each config-
uration comprises a set of components that work together to provide services. A safe
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configuration is a system configuration where all all the dependency relationships are
satisfied. A safe adaptation is an adaptation, which moves the system from safe con-
figuration to another safe configuration. Regarding the independency, the approach is
independent from any application context. It also is transparent if it is embedded with
a specific platform. However, the scalability is a concern because of the dependency
analysis.
Ajmani et al’s approach
Ajmani et al [ALS+03, ALS06] present a methodology to upgrade a modular distributed
system. The approach enables the distributed system to provide services during the
upgrade (change). They model the distributed system by a set of objects, which commu-
nicate with each other using RPC (Remote Procedure Call). They assume each node of
the distributed system runs only a single replaceable object. The system also consists of
an upgrade server, an upgrade database, and upgrade layers at the nodes.
The upgrade is defined for the entire system not for individual nodes. A version is
the software for all the nodes in the system. Therefore, an upgrade moves the system
from one version to another. To make an upgrade, each replaceable class (object) should
have the following set of class upgrades:
〈old− class, newclass, TF, SF, past− SO, future− SO〉 (3.2)
where old− class is the old version of the replaceable object, newclass is the new version
of the replaceable object, TF is a transform function that generates the new object’s
persistent state from that of the old object. SF is a scheduling function that informs
a node when it should upgrade. Past − SO is a simulation object, which implements
old-class’s behavior on the new object. future − SO is a simulation object, which im-
plements new-class’s behavior on the old object. The benefit from simulation objects is
to enable communication between nodes running different versions. This is very impor-
tant in gradual upgrade, when nodes upgrade at different times. To preserve the global
consistency, the authors specify the upgrades using: invariants, mapping functions. The
mapping function defines an initial state for the new object from the state of old object.
The authors implement their approach Upstart prototype.
Regarding the independency, the application context is not independent from the
upgrade management. The distributed application should follow many assumptions. Re-
garding the transparency, the system developer should make many implementations. A
good side is the approach is designed for large-scale distributed systems.
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Rasche and Polze’s approach
Within their article [RP03], Rasche and Polze design and implement an experimental
configuration framework (Adapt.NET) based on Microsoft .NET. The framework sup-
port the description of application configurations and profiles. The authors develop a
description language based on XML language to describe the application configuration.
Additionally, this language has constructs to monitor the component state and the ap-
plication properties such as security and restricted resource usage. The framework has
also a configuration manager which evaluates the configuration description and initiates
the reconfiguration actions.
Each component in the reconfigurable application should provide the IConfigure in-
terface. The configuration manager uses this interface to apply the reconfiguration com-
mands (connect, create, ..). The authors use the reconfiguration algorithm based on
Kramer and Maggee work [KM90]. The configuration approach is not transparent be-
cause the developer should implement the interface IConfigure. It is also not scalable
because it fits the applications with limited interactions.
Later in [RP05], the authors show how to analyze the timing behavior of the imple-
mented dynamic reconfiguration algorithm in order to predict the execution time of the
reconfiguration process. This approach is benefit for real time software.
Chen and Simons’s approach
In [CS02, Che02], the authors propose a component framework that supports dynamic
reconfiguration of distributed systems. In order to guarantee the consistent state of the
target component during the reconfiguration, the following conditions should be fulfilled.
• No new invocation on the target component from its client.
• The target component does not carry out new invocation on any other components.
• The invocations of its clients on it have been completed
• Its invocations on its server component have been answered.
The component reaches a reconfigurable state when the target component fulfills the
above conditions. To enable the target component to reach its reconfigurable state, the
framework must at first block new invocations between the target component and other
components, but the ongoing invocations between the target component and other com-
ponents should let them complete. The proposed framework has a configuration manager
(CM) which is responsible for performing the dynamic reconfiguration and guaranteeing
the system consistency during the dynamic reconfiguration. The CM provides the follow-
ing dynamic reconfiguration actions: addition of a component; removal of a component;
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migration of a component; update of a component.
When the CM decides to reconfigure the system, it should cooperate with its agents. the
CM agents control the interactions between the target component and other components
in order to reach the reconfiguration state.
Regarding the independency the proposed approach is independent from the applica-
tion context. It is also transparent for the system developer. Regarding the scalability,
the authors adopt the Kramer and Magee reconfiguration algorithm, which is a scalable
algorithm.
Le´ger et al’s approach
In [LLC07], Le´ger et al propose an approach to ensure the reliability of the dynamic
reconfiguration for concurrent and distributed Fractal applications. The goal of the work
is to maintain the global consistency of the reconfigurable system. They propose in-
tegrity constraints to define system consistency. An integrity constraint is a predicate
on assemblies of architectural elements and component state. For example, predicate
condition before the reconfiguration action (remove) is to check that all interfaces of the
target component are unbound. The authors express the constraints using FPath con-
straint language [DLLC09]. The reconfiguration commands are expressed using FScript
language [DLLC09].
The approach has three different levels of constraint specification: model level, profile
level, application level. The model level constraints are generic constraints related to
the FRACTAL component model. For example every component should be cycle-free,
which means a component can not contain itself. The Application level constraints are
generic constraints for a specific set of FRACTAL applications. For example, prevent
component sharing in a set of applications. The application level constraints are specific
to a given architecture. Dynamic reconfiguration actions should not violate the previous
constraints in order to preserve the global consistency. The approach is independent from
the context of the application. Regarding the scalability, the proposed approach works
with the constraints preservation. Therefore, the scalability is related to the constraints
scalability. Regarding the transparency, the developer should express the constraints
using FPath language.
Gomaa et al’s approach
During their work [GH04b, GH04a, GH07, GHK+10], Gomaa et al describe approaches
for the dynamic reconfiguration in software product line architectures. They describe how
reconfiguration patterns can be used in reconfigurable software product line. A change
management model was proposed to provide evolvability and reconfigurability to software
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product line architecture. A software product line [CN02] is a set of software intensive
systems sharing a common, managed set of features, that satisfy the specific needs of a
particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core
assets in a prescribed way.
Gomaa et al propose a dynamic reconfiguration pattern for four architectural soft-
ware patterns which can considered the most famous product line architectures. The
four patterns are: master-slave pattern, centralized control pattern, decentralized control
patterns, client/server reconfiguration pattern. For each software pattern, they design
a dynamic reconfiguration pattern using UML state charts and UML collaboration di-
agrams. The statecharts has many kinds in order to be able to model the component
behavior during the operational time or during the reconfiguration time. For example, in
order to preserve the local consistency at the reconfiguration time the state chart of the
component has the following states: Active, Passive, or Quiescent state. The collabora-
tion diagrams describe the interaction among the constituents of a software pattern. A
reconfiguration framework (RPLUSEE prototype) is implemented. The framework uses
the commercial Rational Rose Real Time tool. The reconfiguration actions are imple-
mented with Rose RT functions and C++ code. The RPLUSEE framework is designed
to be product line independent. Regarding the scalability, the approach already works
with scalable software patterns such as the client/server pattern.
Later in [GHK+10], Gomaa et al describe how software adaptation patterns can be
used in service oriented architectures to dynamically adapt coordinator components and
services at run-time.
Vandewoude et al’s approach
Vandewoude et al [VEBD07] propose a new approach to preserve the local consistency
before and after the dynamic reconfiguration in transactional component-based systems.
The authors revisited the work of Kramer and Magee [KM90] (the quiescence problem).
Kramer and Magee have proved that quiescence is reachable and sufficient for ensuring
the local consistency. However, the quiescence approach causes serious disruption in the
system that is being reconfigured due to the large number of passivated nodes. Vande-
woude et al propose the notion tranquility in order to reduce the disruption time. The
authors show that the tranquility is sufficient condition when it is reached to ensure the
local consistency. In the cases where the tranquility cannot be reached in bounded time,
the quiescence can be implemented.
In order to understand the main difference between the quiescence and the tranquility,
we should start by the quiescence definition. A node is quiescent if:
• It is not currently engaged in a transaction that it initiated.
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• It will not initiate new transactions.
• It is not currently engaged in servicing a transaction.
• No transactions have been or will be initiated by other nodes which require service
from this node.
The tranquility idea is that there is no need for waiting a transaction to complete if it
will not request the service provided by the node targeted for reconfiguration. A node is
tranquil if:
• It is not currently engaged in a transaction that it initiated.
• It will not initiate new transactions.
• It is not actively processing a request.
• None of its adjacent nodes are engaged in a transaction in which it has both already
participated and might still participate in the future.
Ma et al’s approach
Ma et al [MBG+11] propose version consistency of distributed transactions as a safe
criterion for dynamic reconfiguration of component-based distributed systems. Version
consistency ensures that every transaction should be entirely served by either the old
versions of system’s components or by the new ones. The dynamic reconfiguration is
specified as a tuple 〈Σ, ω, ω′, T , s〉, where Σ is the current configuration of the system.
ω is a set of components should be replaced by the new version ω′. T is a transformer
function transforms the system state. The reconfiguration takes place when the system
is in the state s.
The proposed approach works with transactional component-based systems. A trans-
action is a a sequence of actions (local computations and message exchange) executed
by a component that completes in bounded time. A transaction T can be initiated by
an outside client or by another transaction. A distributed transaction is a transaction T
which needs to initiate sub-transactions. The term sub(T1, T2) means that T2 is a direct
sub- transaction of T1. The extended transaction set ext(T ) contains the transaction T
and all its direct and indirect sub-transactions. For example if a transaction T1 initiates
T2 and after that T2 initiates T3, then ext(T ) = {T1, T2, T3}. The host component of
transaction T is denoted as hT . Now, a transaction T is version consistent with respect
to an update 〈Σ, ω, ω′, T , s〉 iff@T1, T2 ∈ ext(T ) | hT1 ∈ ω ∧ hT2 ∈ ω′. That’s to say a
transaction T is version-consistent when T and its direct and indirect sub-transactions
are entirely served by either the old configuration of components Σ or by the new con-
figuration σ′.
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A version consistent dynamic reconfiguration caused by an update 〈Σ, ω, ω′, T , s〉 is a
reconfiguration where all transactions hosted by the current configuration Σ are version
consistent.
The authors propose version consistency simulation framework. Regarding the scala-
bility in this approach, maintaining the consistency of dynamic reconfigurations is very
expensive when the system scale increases. The approach is independent from the appli-
cation context and it provides poor transparency for the developer who is responsible to
manage the change.
3.5 Classification of Dynamic Reconfiguration Ap-
proaches
In this section, we give a comparative summary of the surveyed approaches. As we
see throughout the survey, dynamic reconfiguration is a feature, which is investigated
in various areas such as component-based systems, distributed systems, transactional
systems, operating systems, middleware, etc. Figure 3.1 some areas where dynamic
reconfiguration approaches are implemented.
Figure 3.1: Working areas which are addressed by dynamic reconfiguration approaches
It is fair to say that the provision of dynamic reconfiguration feature to an application
is very hard and error-prone. Therefore, to relieve the application developer of dynamic
reconfiguration burdens, the recent approaches develop a reconfigurable framework en-
vironments. Figure 3.2 shows the difference between transparent and nontransparent
dynamic reconfiguration. The part (a) of the figure 3.2 shows that the dynamic recon-
figuration management is included at the framework, where the part (b) of the figure
shows that the application developer is responsible to manage the dynamic reconfigura-
tion within its application.
We also see throughout the survey that the two essential challenges of dynamic recon-
figuration are: Global consistency preservation and local consistency preservation. The
most three important approaches to preserve the local consistency are: version consis-
tency, quiescence and tranquility. Quiescence is the most famous and used one. For the
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Figure 3.2: Transparent and nontransparent dynamic reconfiguration
global consistency preservation many languages which can express variants and verify
them are used such as: Alloy, OCL and Fpath. Figure 3.3 shows different approaches for
consistency preservation.
Figure 3.3: Consistency preservation approaches
Table 3.1 shows the programming paradigm of each approach, and the change unit
and the approach framework. The survey shows that dynamic reconfiguration is very
relevant in distributed systems due to their modularity. The granularity of change scales
up from procedure or function to object to component.
Table 3.2 shows the language which is used for expressing the reconfiguration prim-
itives and shows whether the approach is built over middleware or not. Exploiting the
facilities provided by midleware to design dynamic reconfiguration approaches can re-
duce the development time and make the approach more scalable and transparent. It
also shows the type of consistency which is preserved by the approach ”local or global”.
The global consistency concerns the satisfaction of a set of constraints. The con-
straints is represent the system invariants, which should not be violated by the dynamic
reconfiguration primitives.
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Local consistency is the strategy for preventing the information loss during the recon-
figuration. The most famous one is the approach of Kramer-Magee [KM90].
Table 3.3 compares the independency, the transparency, the scalability properties
of the approaches. Providing the independency makes the approach general and not
adhoc or specialized for a specific application. Supporting the transparency reduces the
programming burdens and the development time. Supporting the scalability means that
the approach can scales up as the system become more complex and large without the
need to redevelop the change management code.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a set of criteria in order to classify and to compare a set
of dynamic reconfiguration approaches. Then we make a survey about twenty different
approaches for supporting dynamic reconfiguration with respecting the criteria. We can
conclude with the following observations:
• Reconfigurable systems should be modular. It is very recommended to focus on the
big picture by looking at the system as a set of components rather than diving to
the statements and variables depths.
• The substantial challenge of dynamic reconfiguration (which is the subject of inves-
tigation in this thesis) is how to preserving the consistency (local and global).
• It is also very recommended to exploit the various facilities of the middleware in
order to construct reconfigurable systems.
• Finally, the following quality of service properties: independency, transparency, and
scalability are very required in order to construct complex reconfigurable systems.
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Approach Working Area ChangeGranularity Framework
Kramer transactional distributed systems Process CONIC
Purtilo heterogeneous distributed applications module POLYLITH
Gupta procedural programming procedure no
Oreizy component-based programming component java-c2
Bidan distributed object oriented object -
Cook component-based systems component HERCULES
Hauptmann realtime operating system process Chorus
Goudarzi transactional distributed systems process Regis
Warren component-based systems component OpenRec
Garlan component-based systems component Rainbow
Batista component-based systems component Plastik
Rutherford EJB component model component BARK
Almeida component-based systems component no
Zhang component-based systems component RAPIDware
Ajmani distributed systems object Upstart
Rasche component-based systems component Adapt.NET
Chen component-based systems component componentframework
Le´ger component-based systems component FRACTAL
Gomaa software product line architectures component RPLUSEE
Ma transactional component-based
systems component no
Table 3.1: Working areas, change granularity and frameworks
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Approach Script Middleware Consistency
Kramer declarative
commands no local consistency
Purtilo description language no application consistency
Gupta modification shell no pointers consistency
Oreizy ArchShell no global consistency
Bidan DRM CORBA local consistency
Cook not specified no global consistency
Hauptmann not specified no local consistency
Goudarzi reconfiguration
language no node consistency
Warren OpenRecML no global & local consistency
Garlan Stitch Java RMI not specified
Batista extended
ACME/Armani no global consistency
Rutherford XML no local consistency
Almeida not specified CORBA local consistency
Zhang not specified no global & local consistency
Ajmani not specified no global consistency
Rasche XML no local consistency
Chen not specified Java RMI local consistency
Le´ger FScript no global consistency
Gomaa Rose RT functions no local consistency
Ma not specified no local consistency
Table 3.2: Change script, middleware and preserved consistency
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Approach Independency Transparency Scalability
Kramer yes no yes
Purtilo no no no
Gupta no no no
Oreizy no yes yes
Bidan yes yes yes
Cook yes no no
Hauptmann no no no
Goudarzi no no yes
Warren yes yes no
Garlan yes yes no
Batista yes yes no
Rutherford yes yes yes
Almeida yes yes no
Zhang yes yes no
Ajmani no no yes
Rasche yes no no
chen yes yes yes
Le´ger yes yes not specified
Gomaa yes yes yes
Ma yes no no
Table 3.3: Independency, transparency, and scalability
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Chapter 4
Preserving The Global Consistency
of Dynamic Reconfiguration
This chapter introduces our approach for preserving the global consistency of dynamic
reconfiguration using Alloy specification language. Alloy is a powerful language for mod-
eling and describing the structure and the behavior of a system by expressing its con-
straints. The approach starts by modeling the structure of a reconfigurable system, and
then a set of predicates are proposed to describe the dynamic behavior of a reconfigurable
system. Finally, an analysis is done to analyze the previous specifications using Alloy
Analyzer.
4.1 Introduction
Usually, dynamic reconfiguration changes the system at runtime by performing structural
modifications like adding new components to the system, removing old components, bind-
ing or unbinding the components. The reconfiguration operations such as Remove and
Link should be done in safe way, which ensures the consistency of the reconfigurable
system. Therefore, preserving the consistency is an important research axis, which is
addressed in the dynamic reconfiguration literature.
The consistency can be divided into two categories: The global consistency and the
local consistency. Global consistency means to satisfy the system invariants. This is
done by preventing the reconfiguration operations from violating the system invariants.
Local consistency means to prevent the information loss. Preserving the consistency in
reconfigurable systems, during and after the reconfiguration process, is a tedious task
[KM90, BISZ98].
Different approaches [YM92, KMJ+05] have been proposed to preserve the global
consistency. The common thing between these approaches is to model, to specify, and
to constrain the dynamically reconfigurable systems. In this Chapter, our approach for
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preserving the global consistency has three steps: firstly, we propose a general model to
specify the system structure using a formal specification language and then proposing
a set of constraints to represent the system invariants. Respecting the satisfaction of
the set of constraints is very important to ensure the consistency during and after the
reconfiguration process. Finally, we use an analyzer in order to analyze the proposed
model.
4.2 Background
This section introduces the previous approaches for preserving the global consistency and
shows our motivations for proposing a new approach.
Several work have been carried out in order to specify and to preserve the global consis-
tency of the reconfigurable systems using different approaches.
4.2.1 Young and Magee’s Approach
The authors of [YM92] proposed two methods to preserve the global consistency of recon-
figurable systems. The first one is for specifying the planned change where the changes
are identified and declared at the design time. The second one is for constraining the
unpredictable change where changes are specified at the running time. In order to pre-
serve the global consistency, the system has a set of invariants and the reconfiguration
operations must not violate these invariants. The authors use Prolog language to specify
the constraints. However, all the changes should be specified at the design step (planned
reconfiguration). Therefore, this approach has two main limitations: 1) All the reconfig-
urations should be predefined at the designing time. 2) The set of global consistency’s
invariants is static.
4.2.2 Le´ger et al’s Approach
The authors of [LLC10] proposed a transactional approach to ensure the preservation of
the system consistency. They provided a model of configurations and reconfiguration.
In order to maintain the consistency, they have used the invariants and the pre/post
conditions. Alloy language has been used in order to specify the system invariants and
conditions. They also used Alloy to check consistency. However, their work focused only
on modeling and specifying Fractal[BCL+06b] component model. While, the approach
that we propose in this chapter is general and not related to a specific component model.
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4.2.3 Kacem et al’s Approach
This approach is one of the approaches, which use the UML modeling language. UML
is the de facto standard for software modeling, from both the industrial and academic
perspective. However, UML is poor in specifying the reconfigurable systems. Therefore,
many profiles have been proposed to bridge this gap by extending UML language. The
authors of [KMJ+05] proposed an approach to specify the static and the dynamic aspect
of software architecture by using graph rewriting rules. The approach also integrates the
UML2.0 [Spe04] and the OCL [WK03, Lan12] languages in order to describe the behavior
and the relations between the configuration actions.
4.2.4 Requirements for a New Approach
Each one of the previous approaches have some limitations. From our perspective, a new
approach, for preserving the global consistency, should fulfill the following requirements:
1. Independency: the approach should be platform-independent and generic in its
applicability to different component-based systems and not adhoc for a specific
component-based model.
2. Simplicity: specifying the constraints should be strong and simple. The approach
should avoid integration between many languages to specify the constraints.
3. Analysability: the reconfiguration commands should be analyzed before executing
them to ensure the preserving of the global consistency.
4. Dynamicity: the approach should support the ability to include a new constraint
to the running system or to exclude an existing one.
4.2.5 Methodology of The Proposed Approach
1. We model the structure of a configuration.
2. We constrain the model using Alloy facts to prevent the anomalies.
3. We model dynamic reconfiguration operations.
4. We preserve global consistency using invariants and assertions.
5. Finally, we express the reconfiguration commands and execute them using Alloy
analyzer. The analyzer shows if the commands are safe or not.
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4.3 Alloy Specification Language
In this section, we give a brief overview of Alloy specification language.
4.3.1 Definitions
Alloy is a specification language and a tool (an analyzer).
Definition 6 Alloy [Jac06] is a declarative specification language for describing the
structures and expressing the structural constraints and behavior in a software system.
Definition 7 Alloy Analyzer is a solver that takes the constraints of a model and finds
structures that satisfy them. It can be used both to explore the model by generating sample
structures and to check properties of the model by generating counterexamples.
Alloy has a lot of characteristics, the following list includes some of them.
1. Typed and modular specification language.
2. Alloy has a constraint analyzer, which can be used to automatically analyze the
properties of models.
3. In Alloy, everything is a relation (sets, tuples, functions, signatures).
4. Alloy is a first-order relational logic.
5. Alloy is only one of several approaches (such as OCL, Z, and VDM) to the modeling
and analysis of software abstractions.
6. Alloy is able to translate specifications into large Boolean expressions that can be
automatically analyzed by SAT solvers.
7. Alloy is a lightweight, scalable, and high performance language.
4.3.2 Alloy Language
Alloy has several structures to model a specific thing.
1. Modules: each model starts with the module declaration.
2. Signatures: they define the vocabulary for the model. Signature has many fields
and it is similar to the object in Java.
3. Facts: they are constraints that are assumed to always hold. Facts in Alloy are
global.
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4. Predicates: a predicate is a named constraint, with zero or more declarations for
arguments. The goal of predicates is reusing and expressing constraints which are
not recorded as global facts (constraints can be included and excluded).
5. Functions: a function is a named expression, with zero or more declarations for
arguments, and a declaration expression for the result. The goal of the functions is
to declare a constraint so it can be reused in different contexts.
6. Assertions: an assertion is a constraint that is intended to follow from the facts
of the model. Assertions are assumptions about the model that we can ask the
analyzer to find counter-examples of.
Example
Example 6.4 models a linked list. The list consists of a set of nodes. The relation
root in the signature sig says the root points to the first node. The relation next in
the signature Node says each node points to only one next node. We have a general
constraint to prevent a node from pointing to itself or from self-relating. This constraints
is written as a global fact nextNotReflexive.
1 sig Root { root: Node }
2 sig Node { next: lone Node }
3 fact nextNotReflexive { no n:Node | n = n.next }
Figure 4.1: A simple example of linked list modeling
4.4 Modeling The Structure of a Configuration
A configuration is defined as a set of components, which are connected to each other by
interfaces. To specify our model by a formal modeling language we use Alloy specification
language. There are many motivations behind choosing Alloy language. Alloy also is
based on formal specification and is amenable to a fully automated analysis.
In Alloy, the structures are modeled using atoms and relations. Atoms are the prim-
itive entities, which have the following properties: indivisible, uninterpreted, and im-
mutable. A relation is a set of tuples that relates the atoms. For example, configu-
rations, components and interfaces are atoms. Configurations can contain components
and components can contain interfaces. We can define a set of relations that associates
configurations, components, and interfaces.
Figure 4.2 proposes a structural model of a reconfigurable component based system.
The model introduces three signatures: Interface, Component, Configuration.
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1 --------------- Signatures ----------------
2 abstract sig Interface {
3 belong: one Component
4 }
5 sig ProvidedInterface, RequiredInterface extends Interface {}
6 sig Component {
7 have: some Interface
8 }
9 sig Configuration {
10 contain: set Component,
11 bindings: ProvidedInterface one -> some RequiredInterface
12 }
13 ---------------- Facts -------------------
14 fact {
15 --The relation belong is the mirror image of have
16 belong= ˜ have
17 --All components belong to a configuration
18 all c:Component | c in Configuration.contain
19 --All components have at least one provided interface
20 all c:Component | some (c.have & ProvidedInterface)
21 --Each interface belongs to exactly one component
22 all i:Interface | one have.i
23 --For each component there
24 -- are no bindings between its interfaces
25 all c: Component , i1, i2 : Interface |
26 i1 in c.have and i2 in c.have
27 implies i1->i2 !in Configuration.bindings
28 }
29 ---------------- Analyzing ----------------
30 pred test {}
31 run test for 4 but 1 Configuration
Figure 4.2: A structural model for a configuration
Each of them represents a set of objects. The Interface signature represents a set of
interfaces. The keyword abstract in the declaration means that this signature has no
elements except those belonging to its extensions. The Interface defines the binary re-
lation belong which relates each interface with its components. ProvidedInterface and
RequiredInterface are disjoint extensions of Interface. So, each interface should be
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Interface Component
RI1 Client A
RI2 Client B
RI3 Client C
PI Web server
Table 4.1: belong relation
Component Interface
Client A RI1
Client B RI2
Client C RI3
Web server PI
Table 4.2: have relation
either a provided interface or a required one. The signature Component represents a set
of components and defines the binary relation have which relates each component with
its interfaces. At line 16, we have added a fact which states that the relation belong is
the transpose of the relation have. The keyword some indicates the multiplicity and says
that each component has at least one interface. The final signature is Configuration.
It represents a set of interconnected components. The relation contain relates each con-
figuration with a set of components. The ternary relation bindings contains the existing
connections in the configuration.
Example
Let us illustrate the signatures part of the structural model shown in figure 4.2 using an
example. Figure 4.3 shows a client server example. It has one web server which, provides
the service PI and it has three clients where each client has one required interface RIn.
Figure 4.3: Client Server example
The structural model has four relations: belong, have, contain, bindings.
Table 4.1 shows the belong relation of the client server example as a table. Table 4.2
shows the have relation of the client server example. Table 4.3 shows the contain
relation of the client server example as a table. The ternary relation bindings is shown
at Table4.4. Figure 4.4 shows the relations graph of this example, which is generated by
Alloy Analyzer.
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Configuration Component
Conf1 Client A
Conf1 Client B
Conf1 Client C
Conf1 Web server
Table 4.3: contain relation
Configuration Provided Interface Required Interface
Conf1 PI RI1
Conf1 PI RI2
Conf1 PI RI3
Table 4.4: bindings relation
Figure 4.4: Relations graph generated by Alloy Analyzer
Constraining the model by using facts
Declaring a model without constraining it may produce some anomalies or unwanted
behaviors. For example, we may have an independent component which does not belong
to any configuration. To prevent such anomalies we add a set of facts in order to constrain
the model. The first fact, at line 18 in figure 4.2, states that there is no independent
components i.e. each component belongs to a configuration. The second fact says that
each component should have at least one provided interface. The third fact says that
each interface belong to one component i.e. there isn’t any component, which shares the
same interface with another component. Finally, the fourth fact at line 25 prevents the
bindings between the interfaces that belong to the same component.
To analyze the previous model by using Alloy analyzer, we add an empty predicate
test and then we run it. The command run specifies a scope for each signature. Usually,
scopes are used only for analysis purposes and limiting them does not mean to limit the
whole model. In our example we limit the scope to at most four objects in each signature,
except for the configuration signature which is limited to one configuration because we
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don’t yet add the dynamic reconfiguration operations to the model. Executing the run
command produces a set of instances of this model.
4.5 Modeling Dynamic Reconfiguration Operations
Dynamic reconfiguration modifies the component based system at runtime by making
structural modifications. In this section, we take into consideration five kinds of dynamic
reconfiguration primitives:
- Add aims to add a new component C to the current reconfiguration Conf . So the
new configuration state is
Conf ′.contain = Conf.contain+ C
- Remove aims to remove an old component C to the current reconfiguration Conf .
So the new configuration state is
Conf ′.contain = Conf.contain− C
- Replace aims to replace an old component C by a new component C ′. So the new
configuration state is
Conf ′.contain = Conf.contain− C + C ′
- Link aims to create a new link between a provided interface and a required interface
in the current configuration. The state of the new configuration is
Conf ′.bindings = Conf.bindings+ proInter− > reqInter
- Unlink aims to remove an existing link between a provided interface and a required
interface in the current configuration. The state of the new configuration is
Conf ′.bindings = Conf.bindings− proInter− > reqInter
As we notice, in modeling we focus on the state of the system before and after dynamic
reconfiguration modification. We don’t search how to do the modifications like impera-
tive programming. By comparing the prestate and the poststate of the system we can
determine whether a dynamic reconfiguration operation is valid or not.
To represent the dynamic reconfiguration operations in Alloy, we can add a set of
predicates in order to describe the dynamic behavior of a system. The predicate in Alloy
defines a reusable constrain. Figure 4.5 shows the general form of a dynamic reconfigura-
tion operation. The reconfigurationOperation predicate has a list of arguments, which
always contain the state of the configuration before and after the reconfiguration opera-
tion conf , conf ′. The arguments can vary according to the kind of the the reconfiguration
operation.
The goal of preconditions and postconditions is to ensure that the global consistency
of the system is always preserved. This is done by checking whether a reconfiguration
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1 pred reconfigurationOperation(conf, conf’: Configuration, .....)
2 {
3 --Preconditions
4 --Dynamic reconfiguration operation
5 --Postconditions
6 }
Figure 4.5: A general form of a dynamic reconfiguration operation
change is valid or not. A valid reconfiguration change should not violate the system
invariants. For example, suppose that our system has a binary tree structure. We want
to add a new child C ′ to a specific node N . The preconditions should assert that N
has at most one child. The postconditions should assert that the whole structure of the
system remains a binary tree structure after the addition operation.
The preconditions and the postconditions usually take the form of assertions. These
assertions are used to ensure whether a reconfiguration change satisfies the system invari-
ants or not. The invariants are almost related to the structure of the component-based
system. Each structure has a specific set of invariants. For example, the set of invariants
for a file system are different from those used in a secure email system.
Nevertheless, we can find some common invariants for all kinds of component-based
systems. For example, each required interface in the new configuration should be con-
nected to a provided interface after the termination of the reconfiguration. So, we can
add a postcondition to the model to assert whether all required interfaces are connected
or not.
1 pred link(conf,conf’: Configuration, i1:ProvidedInterface, i2:
RequiredInterface)
2 {
3 --Some preconditions
4 i1.belong != i2.belong
5 i1->i2 not in conf.bindings
6 --operation
7 conf’.bindings=conf.bindings + i1->i2
8 --Some postconditions
9 one conf’.bindings.i2
10 }
Figure 4.6: The predicate of the link primitive
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In figure 4.6 we give an example to show how we can specify a dynamic operation like
link using the Alloy predicates. The link predicate has four arguments. The prestate and
the poststate of the configuration, a provided interface and a required interface. Some
preconditions are checked before changing the state of the configuration. The first
precondition is to ensure that the two interfaces do not belong to the same component.
This precondition aims to check the satisfaction of the fourth invariant in figure 4.2 at
line 25. The second precondition ensures that there is no link between the two interfaces.
Then at line 6, the state of the configuration is changed by adding new binding to the
set of bindings, which contains all the existing links. Finally, a postcondition is used
ensure that there is only one link between the target interfaces.
4.6 Preserving the Global Consistency of Reconfig-
urable Systems
A reconfigurable system has global consistency if and only if its invariants are always
preserved during the running time. Reconfiguration operations should not violate the
system invariants. Therefore, in order to maintain the global consistency for a system,
any reconfiguration operation violates the system invariants will be rejected.
The structure of a reconfigurable system can be modeled in Alloy by using the signa-
tures. Each signature has a set of objects. Alloy relations specify the way of interaction
between these objects. For each signature, We can distinguish between three categories
of invariants. The following list shows these categories:
- Universal invariants all objects that belong to the signature should preserve their
universal set of invariants. For instance, let us consider the Component signature
from our model. A universal invariant related to this signature is: Each component
in the Component signature should has at least one provided interface.
- Group invariants: this set of invariants is concerned with a subset of the signature
objects. In Alloy, we can declare a subset using the keyword in. For example, we
can declare a subset which represent the file system components as the following:sig
FileSystem in Component.
The Filesystem subset has additional group of invariants which should specify the
prohibited behaviors for this subset.
- Local invariants: this set of constrains should be preserved only by a specific object
from the signature. For example, each file system has a specific object which is the
root directory. A typical constrain which is related only to this object is: the root
has no parent. As a result, the root object should satisfy the universal invariants,
the group invariants and its local invariants.
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Usually, the system invariants are related to its structure and its behavior. Each system
has its own set of invariants. Invariants preserve the system consistency by constraining
the system and by preventing the unwanted behaviors. In Alloy, we use the facts to
declare the system invariants. The facts may be universal which should be true for all
objects in the signature. In figure 4.2, we have declared four universal facts which use the
universal quantifier all. Some facts may be partial, which should be true for all objects
in a specific group or for one specific object.
Typically, Alloy facts are used to express the invariants and to force them to be true
in the model. Alloy always remove any solution which violate any fact in the model.
But, we still need a mechanism to check whether some claims conform our model or
not. In Alloy, we can express these claims by using assertions and then we can ask the
analyzer to check whether the assertion follows from the facts or not. Checking invalid
assertion will produce a counterexample. For example, in our model of a reconfigurable
component-base system. If the analyzer generates counter examples then, this means that
either there are some flaws in the model design or the provided reconfiguration commands
are invalid.
Assertions can express the different properties of the reconfigurable system. They
can help to detect the unseen flaws in the model or in the reconfiguration commands.
Therefore, Alloy assertions can be used to check whether a reconfiguration change (com-
mands) can produce a valid configuration or not. That’s to say, Alloy analyzer will check
if the new configuration conf ′ conforms the system model invariants or not. For example,
in our reconfigurable component-based model. In order to produce a new consistent con-
figuration, it is very important to ensure that all required interfaces in the configuration
are connected. That’s to say, after the reconfiguration is done there is no component still
need some services to work.
1
2 assert NoFreeReqInt
3 {
4 all i:RequiredInterface, conf :Configuration | some conf.bindings.i
5 }
6 check NoFreeReqInt
Figure 4.7: An assertion to check whether all required interfaces are connected or not
Figure 4.7 shows an Alloy assertion NoFreeReqInt. The goal of this assertion is to
verify that there is no unconnected required interface in the current configuration. This
assertion can be used after the reconfiguration predicates to test the satisfaction of all
required interfaces. If there are at least one free required interfaces then the reconfigu-
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ration commands are invalid and they will produce an inconsistent system. Therefore,
invalid reconfiguration commands should be rejected.
In Alloy, we declare an assertion by using the keyword assert. Then we can check the
assertion by using the command check. The check command instructs the Alloy analyzer
to search for a counter example of an assertion. Alloy permits us to specify the scope
in the check command. The analyzer will use the scope to determine the size of objects
(instances) of each top-level signature. In figure 4.7 at line 6 we do not specify the scope,
so the default scope will be 3 for top-level signature.
By running the command check in figure 4.7, if the analyzer tells us that there are
no counter examples then the assertion is valid in the proposed scope. Figure 4.8 shows
that Alloy analyzer does not find any counter examples when we execute the check
command. We can extend the scope more to increase the research field and to see the
new feedback.
Figure 4.8: Executing check NoFreeReqInt
Counter Examples
The analyzer may produce some counter examples. Counter examples have two indica-
tions. First, they show that the reconfiguration commands are not valid and may generate
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inconsistent system. Therefore, the reconfiguration commands should be rejected. Sec-
ond, They show that there are some hidden flaws in the model design. So, the model
need some more modifications.
For example, let us consider the system shown in Figure 4.12(a). Suppose that there is
no connection between the required interface i6, which belongs to the component C3 and
the provided interface i2, which belongs the component C1. By running the command
check in figure 4.7, the analyzer tells us that there is a counter example as we see in
Figure 4.9. Figure 4.10 shows that the required interface i6 is not connected.
Figure 4.9: Executing check NoFreeReqInt where the analyzer finds Counterexample
Figure 4.10: Relations graph generated by Alloy Analyzer shows i6 is not connected
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To this end, we have used Alloy signatures and relations to model a component-
based reconfigurable system. Alloy predicates have been used to specify the dynamic
reconfiguration primitives. Then, Alloy facts have been used to represent the system
invariants. Alloy assertions have been used to verify if the reconfiguration commands are
valid or not.
4.7 Reconfiguring and Analyzing a Running System
In previous sections, we proposed a general dynamic model for reconfigurable component-
based systems. In this section firstly, we explain how to reconfigure a system at runtime.
Then, we focus on showing how Alloy analyzer can test whether the new configuration is
compliant with the proposed model or not.
Figure 4.11: shows the different stages of reconfiguring a running system
From our perspective, the standard approach for modifying a running system has four
stages. The first stage is planning, planning focus on searching for the new structural
modifications in order to satisfy user requirements and to adapt the working environment.
Planning stage specifies what are the desired reconfiguration commands as we see in figure
4.11. The second stage is analyzing, in this stage Alloy analyzer is used to check whether
the reconfiguration commands can produce a new consistent configuration or not. A
consistent configuration is compliant with the system model. Depending on the results
of analyzing, the deciding stage makes the suitable decision. The deciding stage has tree
kinds of decisions. The first decision is to accept to execute the desired reconfigurations
on the concrete system if the desired reconfigurations are valid and they can produce a
consistent configuration of the system. The second decision is to refuse the suggested
reconfiguration because they violate the system consistency. We go back to the planning
stage if the desired reconfigurations are rejected. The final decision of the deciding stage
is to modify the model itself. In some cases we can discover that there is a need to modify
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the model design or the system invariants in order to accommodate the new requirements
or to repair the hidden flaws. For example, suppose that there is an invariant says
that ”the total number of components should not exceed ten components”. Then, any
reconfiguration commands to add more than ten components will be rejected. So, a
decision may be taken to modify the system model. Now, let us focus on the analyzing
Figure 4.12: Evolution of a system at runtime
stage by showing how can the Alloy Analyzer check the consistency of a reconfiguration
change. Suppose that we want to reconfigure the system shown in figure 4.12 at running
time. Let us suppose that the current configuration of the system is (conf1). In order
to satisfy the new requirements of the users or the working environment, some structural
modifications have been proposed. These modifications will change the system state and
will generate the new configuration (conf2). Now let us analyze these changes to know
whether the reconfiguration preserves the global consistency or not. According to the
proposed model in figure 4.2, there are five signatures. Each signature in the prestate
(conf1) contains a set of objects as following:
Interface={i1, i2, i3, i4, i6, i5, i7, i8}
ProvidedInterface={i2, i3, i7, i8}
RequiredInterface={i1, i4, i5, i6}
Component ={C1, C2, C3, C4}
Configuration = {conf1}
In the prestate conf1 the model relations contain the following tuples:
belong={(i1,C1), (i2,C1), (i3,C2), (i4,C2), (i5,C2), (i6,C3)
, (i7,C3), (i8,C4)}
have={(C1,i1), (C1,i2), (C2,i3), (C2,i4), (C2,i5), (C3,i6)
, (C3,i7), (C4,i8)}
contain={(conf1,C1), (conf1,C2), (conf1,C3), (conf1,C4)}
bindings={(conf1,i2,i6),(conf1,i3,i1),(conf1,i7,i4),(conf1,i8,i5)}
To make the desired structural modifications in order to generate the new configuration
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(conf2), we need to add the component C5 which has the provided interface i9. Therefore,
the set of reconfiguration commands are:
add C5, unlink (i7, i4), link (i9, i4).
The previous reconfiguration commands will generate a new configuration (b). by
modifying the system signatures and relations. The model signatures and relations in
the new state conf2 will be modified as the following:
Interface’ = Interface + i9
ProvidedInterface’ = ProvidedInterface + i9
RequiredInterface’ = RequiredInterface
Component’ = Component + C5
Configuration’ = Configuration + b
Interface’.belong = Interface.belong + (i9,C5)
Component’.have = Component.have + (C5,i9)
conf2.contain = conf1.contain + C5
conf2.bindings = conf1.bindings - (i7,i4) + (i9,i4)
In order to check the conformance of the new configuration (conf2) with the proposed
model. Then, we should feed the Alloy analyzer with the old configuration (conf1) and
the reconfiguration commands. There are various ways to feed them. The way that
we have chosen is defining singleton signatures which represent all the existing objects
of the configuration (conf1). Then we have defined a predicate which contains all the
reconfiguration commands predicates. Then we have used the run to check whether the
configuration (conf2) is compliant with the model or not.
After the run command has been executed. Alloy analyzer showed that the con-
figuration conf2 is consistent and there is no violation reported. All the model facts
(invariants) were satisfied. For example, figure 4.13 shows the result of running the pred-
icate configure. The result says that the predicate is consistent, then the transition
from the configuration conf1 to the configuration conf2 is safe. Figure 4.14 shows the
relations graph of conf1 and conf2. It shows that conf2 contains the new component
C5 and the relation (conf2, i9, i4) while the relation (i7, i4) in conf2 is not existing. Af-
ter that we have run the assertion NoFreeReqInt shown in figure 4.7 to check whether
all required interfaces are linked. The tool has showed that there is no free required
interface. These analysis indicate that the transition from the configuration conf1 to
the configuration conf2 is safe and the global consistency is preserved. After we have
verified that the reconfiguration commands are safe and they can produce a consistent
configuration. The suitable decision of the deciding stage (cf. figure 4.11) is the first
one. The first decision says that the reconfiguration commands are safe and they can be
executed on the concrete component-based system.
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Figure 4.13: Executing the command run Configure
Figure 4.14: The relations graph of conf1 and conf2
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an approach to preserve the global consistency of a reconfig-
urable component-based system. The approach starts by specifying a general model using
a declarative formal language (Alloy). We have shown that the system structure can be
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modeled by using Alloy signatures and relations. Additional relations and facts can be
added to this model to represent any structure. To model the reconfigurability, we have
used Alloy predicates. Each predicate represents a reconfiguration operation. Multiple
predicates can be gathered in another predicate to represent the desired reconfiguration
commands. Preserving the global consistency means to respect the system invariants.
In Alloy, system invariants can be modeled by using facts. Finally, we show the benefit
of using automated formal language (Alloy and its Analyzer) by running many tests to
check the safety of the reconfiguration commands. We can check by using Alloy analyzer
whether the reconfiguration operations preserve the global consistency or not.
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Chapter 5
Preserving The Local Consistency of
Dynamic Reconfiguration
This chapter explains how to preserve the local consistency in transaction-processing
component-based systems during the runtime reconfiguration. The chapter presents the
most two famous approaches to preserve the local consistency during the dynamic re-
configuration. Then, the chapter investigates the relationship between the indirect de-
pendency and the dynamic reconfiguration. It proposes a new algorithm of dynamic
reconfiguration which takes in consideration the indirect dependency between the com-
ponents.
5.1 Introduction
Local consistency means to prevent the information loss. Preserving the local consistency
in reconfigurable systems, during and after the reconfiguration process, is a tedious task
[KM90, BISZ98]. Several works have been presented in the literature to preserve the
local consistency. One of the most popular works is done by Kramer and Magee [KM90].
They proved that the quiescence criterion or the safe state criterion was sufficient to
ensure the local consistency during the reconfiguration of a distributed system. In their
approach, when a reconfiguration process is started, the target component and its direct
neighbors enter into a quiescent state. However, this approach can not preserve the local
consistency if the target component has indirect dependency. In this chapter we propose
a new approach to reconfiguring a component-based system that has a set of indirect
dependencies between its components.
Usually, a Component-Based System (CBS) has two kinds of dependencies. The first
one is the direct dependency, which arises from the direct connections of each component
with its neighbors. The other kind is the indirect dependency which arises from the
unconnected components which potentially depend on each other. We start our work
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by introducing briefly the transaction-processing systems and the popular approaches of
preserving local consistency in transaction-processing component-based systems. Then,
we present an example of component-based system that has a set of indirect dependencies.
After that, we propose a formal model to specify the components and their dependencies.
Finally, we propose a new solution to reconfigure such systems. The solution takes
into consideration the possibility of the existence of indirect dependencies between the
components.
5.2 Working Environment
This section introduces the main concepts, the terminologies and the assumptions of the
working environment.
1. System
A set of components connected to each other using interfaces.
2. Component
A component is the processing unit, which can initiate and service transactions.
3. Connection
A connection is a directed path form the initiator of the transaction to the recipi-
ent. It connects the required interface of the initiator component to the provided
interface of the recipient component.
4. Transaction
A transaction is a sequence of one or more message exchanges between two and
only two connected components. The components can affect the state of each other
using transaction. It is assumed that transactions complete in a bounded time and
the initiator is aware of the transaction completion.
5. Independent transaction
An independent transaction is a two party transaction where its completion does
not depend on any other transactions with other components.
6. Dependent transaction
A dependent transaction is a two-party transaction where its completion may de-
pend on the completion of other consequent transactions.
Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of an independent transaction. It shows two components
X and Y where X is the initiator of the transaction and it assumes that the transaction
completes in a bounded time and X is aware of its completion. Figure 5.2 illustrates
example of a dependent transaction. It shows three components X, Y and Z where X
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Figure 5.1: Example of independent transaction
is the initiator of the transaction and the completion of the transaction trans(X) needs
another transaction which is trans(Y ). For the simplicity issue in this chapter we will
Figure 5.2: Example of dependent transaction
consider only component-based systems with independent transactions.
In these systems as we introduced in 2.9, the component at the execution time has
three states: active, passive, Quiescent. When the component is active it can initiate
new transactions and serves the transactions initiated by the other components. When
the component is passive it will not initiate any new transactions and it still serves the
transactions initiated by the other components. When the component is Quiescent it
does not initiate any new transactions and it does not serve any transactions initiated by
other components.
The essential concept behind preserving the local consistency is to prevent the information
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loss. In transaction-processing systems, three conditions should be satisfied in order to
preserve the local consistency of the reconfigured component during the reconfiguration:
• The reconfigured component is not within a transaction. This condition is satisfied
within the Quiescence state.
• The reconfigured component will neither initiate nor receive any new transactions.
This condition also is satisfied within the Quiescence state.
• If the reconfigured component is stateful then its state should be transferred to the
new component.
5.2.1 State Change Commands
State change commands are set of commands supported by the dynamic reconfiguration
management to alter the state of the component. The set include two main commands
{activate, passivate}.
Passivate Command
passivate command transits the state of the component from the active state to the
passive state. In independent transaction systems the component moves from active state
to passive state in a bounded time regardless of the state of the connected components.
Justification:
The component will complete in bounded time any transaction which it initiated because:
1. transactions complete in bounded time. (assumption)
2. in independent transaction systems completion of a transaction is independent of
the completion of other transactions. (regarding to the independency feature)
When the transaction initiated by the component is complete in a bounded time, the
application prevents the component from initiating any new transactions.
Activate Command
activate command transits the state of the component from the passive state to the active
state.
5.2.2 Example
In this example, we show how to drive a component to the quiescence state in which we
can safely apply the reconfiguration commands. Figure 5.3 shows how dynamic recon-
figuration management leads the component Z to the quiescent state. First we passivate
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the component Z so that Z will not initiate any new transactions but it will continue to
receive and serve the transactions from its neighbors W and Y . The passivization of Z
permits to drive the connected components W and Y to the passive state by completing
their running transactions. When W and Y transit to the passive state, Z becomes a
quiescent component.
Figure 5.3: Driving the component Z to the quiescent state
5.3 State Transfer
During the dynamic reconfiguration, if the target component is stateful then the state
should be transferred to the new component. To do this there are two famous ap-
proaches proposed in the literature. The first one is called indirect transferal (such as
in[BISZ98]). In this approach, the components are able to serialize and store their states
and to restore them. The second one is called direct transferal (such as in[RP03]).
In the direct transferal the reconfiguration manager is able to get the state of the old
component and to assign the extracted state to the new one.
5.4 Problem
In this section we explain the difference between the direct dependency and the indirect
dependency. We give two definitions for these two kinds of dependency. Let us start by
providing a general example of a component-based system that has direct and indirect
dependency between its components. The example shown in the figure 5.4 is a secure
distributed producer\consumer system. The system has a producer component which
produces some kind of data, then it sends the data to the encryption component. En-
cryption component is responsible for data encryption using symmetric key algorithm
which is Triple DES. After that, the sender component sends the encrypted over the net-
work. The receiver component receives the encrypted data. The decryption component
decrypts the received data and delivers them to the consumer component.
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Figure 5.4: Secure distributed producer\consumer system
In our proposal, we can distinguish between two types of dependency relations. The
first one is the direct dependency and the other one is the indirect dependency. We
say that the component A has a direct dependency with the component B if there is a
direct connection or a direct link between A and B. In the other hand, we say that the
component A′ has an indirect dependency with the component B′ if the component A′
relies on the component B′ although there isn’t any link between A′ interfaces and B′
interfaces. That’s to say: the service provided by the component A′ is strongly related
to the service provided by component B′.
Now, let us consider the example in figure 5.4. In this example, the component
Encryption has a direct dependency with the components Producer and Sender because
there are direct links between Encryption and Producer and between Encryption and
Sender. The component Encryption also has indirect dependency with the component
Dycrption because the encryption\decryption services provided by these two components
have the same algorithm which is the Triple DES in our example.
Suppose we want to reconfigure the previous system at running time without stop-
ping it or taking it down. Usually, dynamic reconfiguration changes the behavior of a
component-based system by making structural modifications. Dynamic reconfiguration
has five essential structural operations: Add, Remove, Replace, Link, Unlink.
The traditional approach presented in [KM90], which is considered as the de facto
standard for dynamic reconfiguration, concentrates on the direct dependency between
component to reach to the quiescent state. Quiescent stat means that the component
is not processing any information and will not send or receive any requests from its
neighbors. This requires that the neighbors of the target component are in a passive state.
Passive state means that the component will not send any new requests but it still receives
the incoming requests. They proved in [KM90] that the quiescence is a sufficient criterion
to ensure consistency during and after the reconfiguration of a distributed system.
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For example, in order to replace the Producer component at running time by a new
version, then we should passivate the Producer component and its neighbors, which is
Encryption in this case. Then we unlink Producer from the connected components.
Then we transfer the current state of the Producer component to the new version of
this component. Then we remove the old Producer and link the new Producer to its
neighbors. Finally, we activate all passivated components. However, this approach did
not focus on the indirect dependency. Using it to reconfigure a system can produce an
inconsistent system if the target component has indirect dependency with other compo-
nents.
To explain the problem, let us suppose that we want to replace the Encryption
component with a new version that has another symmetric key algorithm for example
AES algorithm. Using the previous approach of reconfiguration will produce inconsistent
system. The reason for the inconsistency is that the new Encryption component works
with AES symmetric key algorithm while the Decryption component still works the DES
symmetric key algorithm. Therefore, reconfiguring a component-based system without
taking into account the indirect dependency may damage the system and violate its
correctness.
The major contribution in this chapter is to propose an approach to reconfigure a
component-based system even if it has indirect dependency. Our approach starts by
proposing a model that considers both the direct and the indirect dependencies between
components. Then we propose an algorithm that extends the previous approaches.
5.5 Modeling The Dependency of Reconfigurable Sys-
tems
In this section, we extend the structural model proposed in [CEM13] in order to model
a reconfigurable component-based system with its two kinds of dependencies. Alloy
language [Jac06] is used to specify the elaborated model.
The structural model proposed in [CEM13] models and specifies the direct dependency
between the components of the configuration. All we need is to elaborate the previous
model in order to specify the indirect dependency.
Figure 5.5 proposes a piece of an elaborated structural model of a reconfigurable com-
ponent based system. The model introduces three signatures: Interface, Component,
Configuration. Each of them represents a set of objects.The Interface signature rep-
resents a set of interfaces. The keyword abstract in the declaration means that this
signature has no elements except those belonging to its extensions. The Interface
defines the binary relation belong which relates each interface with its components.
ProvidedInterface and RequiredInterface are disjoint extensions of Interface. The
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1 --------------- Signatures ----------------
2 abstract sig Interface {
3 belong: one Component
4 }
5 sig ProvidedInterface, RequiredInterface extends Interface {}
6 sig Component {
7 have: some Interface,
8 }
9 sig Configuration {
10 contain: set Component,
11 bindings: ProvidedInterface one -> one RequiredInterface,
12 indirectDep: Component one -> one Component
13 }
14 ...
Figure 5.5: A structural model for a configuration
signature Component represents a set of components and defines the binary relation have
which relates each component with its interfaces. The keyword some indicates the mul-
tiplicity and says that each component has at least one interface. The final signature is
Configuration. It represents a set of interconnected components. The relation contain
relates each configuration with a set of components. The ternary relation bindings models
the direct dependencies between the system components. It contains the existing connec-
tions in the configuration. While the ternary relation indirectDep models the indirect
dependency between components. It defines the existing indirect dependencies between
the unconnected components.
Now, let us emphasize in the indirectDep relation. indirectDep is a ternary relation
which models the indirect dependency in a reconfigurable component-based system. It
models a systems that has multiple configurations, each configuration has its own set of
indirect dependable components. For example, in figure 5.6 we have in component-based
system which evolves from configuration (a) to the new configuration (b). Now, let us
suppose that there is indirect dependency between the component C1 and the component
C4. Then, the indirectDep models this example as the following:
indirectDep = {(a, C1, C4), (b, C1, C4)}
After we have proposed an elaborated model to specify the indirect dependency in a
reconfigurable component-based systems, Alloy Analyzer can be used to check whether a
specific component has any indirect dependable relations with the other components or
not. This analyzing can be done before executing the reconfiguration commands to check
whether the target component is related indirectly to some components or not. If the
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of a system at runtime
result indicates that there is no indirect dependencies then we can reconfigure the target
component using the traditional algorithms of dynamic reconfiguration. However, if the
component has indirect dependencies with some other components in the configuration.
Then, Alloy Analyzer notifies the system developer that the target component has indirect
dependency. That’s mean the system developer should reconfigure the target component
with the rest of the other components in its indirect dependency group.
We can use Alloy functions to look up for the set of components which have indirect
dependable relations with a specific component comp. The following function in figure 5.7
searches the indirect related components for the component comp in a configuration conf .
1 fun SearchIndirectDependency(conf: Configuration, comp:Component): set
Component
2 {
3 comp.(conf.indirectDep)
4 }
Figure 5.7: This function returns the indirect dependency set for a specific component
The body of the function SearchIndirectDependency is an expression saying that the
result of the search operation is a set of components related indirectly to the component
comp in the configuration conf . If the set returned by SearchIndirectDependency is not
empty then, the component comp has indirect dependency with its element. However, if
the set is empty, then the component comp hasn’t any indirect dependable relations.
Alloy assertions also can be used to check if any component comp in the configuration
conf has any indirect dependable relations or not. Figure 5.8 shows the Alloy asser-
tion HasIndirectDependency. The goal of this assertion is to verify whether a specific
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configuration has any indirect dependency between its components or not. The function
SearchIndirectDependency is used to assert that for each component comp in the con-
figuration conf is not related indirectly to any other component. In Alloy, we declare
an assertion by using the keyword assert. Then we can check the assertion by using the
command check. The check command instructs Alloy analyzer to search for a counter
example of an assertion. The body of the HasIndirectDependency assertion assumes
that for each component the set returned by the function SearchIndirectDependency is
always empty.
1 assert HasIndirectDependency{
2 all comp: Component, conf:Configuration|
3 no SearchIndirectDependency(conf,comp)
4 }
5 check HasIndirectDependency
Figure 5.8: An assertion to check whether a specific component has any indirect depend-
able relations or not
Many predictions, functions, and assertions can be written in Alloy in order to instruct
Alloy analyzer to check the model of the current configuration of the component-based
system. The system developer can benefit from the results of the analysis to know if
the target component has any indirect dependency or not. If it has then all the related
components with the target component should be reconfigured also.
5.6 Dynamic Reconfiguration Algorithm
In the previous section we have shown how we can model the indirect dependency of the
components using Alloy modeling language. We have also shown how we can use Alloy
Analyzer in detecting whether the current configuration of the component-based system
has any indirect dependency relations or not. In this section we propose an algorithm
to reconfigure a component-based system and to take into consideration the indirect
dependency. The proposed algorithm extends the work done by [KM90].
In order to reconfigure a certain component comp then comp with all the connected
components should be in the passive state. The passive state insures that the component
will not send any new requests to its neighbors during the reconfiguration time. When
all the connected component with comp are in the passive state then, we can say that
comp now is in quiescent state. comp is quiescent means there are no receiving and no
processing and no sending of any requests during the reconfiguration time. When the
component is in a quiescent state we can reconfigure it without hurting or damaging the
system consistency.
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The algorithm1 which proposes a new solution in order to reconfigure a component-
based system with taking into account the indirect dependency. Therefore, the local con-
sistency will be preserved even if the component has indirect relations. The algorithm1
shows how we can replace an old component by a new component. The output of the
algorithm will be the new configuration conf ′. While the input is the current configura-
tion conf and the set of the old components ReconfSet which are going to replace by
the set of the new components NewCompSet.
ReconfSet contains the target component which the developer wants to replace by a
new one, and it contains also the components which are indirectly related to the target
component. For example, in the case study presented in the second section. If the system
developer wants to replace the Encryption component by a new version. Then, the recon-
figuration manager will also force the developer to replace the Decryption component by
a new version because the components Encryption and Decryption are indirectly related
to each other. So, in this example the ReconfSet set will contain the old version of the
components while the NewCompSet set will contain the new version of the components
as the following:
ReconfSet = {Encryption,Decryption}
NewCompSet = {Encryption′, Decryption′}
input : conf :Configuration; ReconfSet,NewCompSet: set Component
output: conf ′:Configuration
1 ConnectedSet : set Component ;
2 Comp′ : Component ;
3 foreach component comp in ReconfSet do
4 Passivate(comp) ;
5 ConnectedSet = FindConnetComp(comp) ;
6 foreach component c in ConnectedSet do
7 Passivate(c) ;
end
8 Comp′ =FindReplacer(comp,NewCompSet);
9 TransferState(comp,Comp′);
10 Unlink(comp);
11 Remove(comp);
12 Add(comp′);
13 Link(comp′);
14 foreach component c in ConnectedSet do
15 Activate(c) ;
end
16 Activate(comp′);
end
Algorithm 1: A replacement dynamic reconfiguration algorithm
The first two lines in the algorithm defines two local variables. ConnectedSet will
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contain the direct connected components with a specific component. Line 3 shows the
main loop in the algorithm. The loop will replace the target component and the indirect
related components with the target component by new versions. In order to replace the
target component at the execution time, it must be in quiescence state. Lines 4 to 7
use the procedure Passivate to passivate the target component and all its connected
components. When the target component is quiescent, that’s to say it is in idle state,
then it is ready to be replaced.
Line 8 uses the function FindReplacer to return the new version which corresponds
the old component. Line 9 shows the function TransferState, which is used to transfer
the current status of the old version to the new version in order to preserve the local
consistency. This will prevent the data loss. Unlink procedure disconnects the com-
ponent comp from its connected neighbors. Then the old component is removed from
the configuration using Remove procedure. Lines 12 and 13 add the new version of the
component to the configuration and connect it the neighbors using the Link procedure.
After removing the old version and connecting the new version to its neighbors, the algo-
rithm begins to activate all the neighbors and the new version comp′. Then the algorithm
moves to handle in the same way other elements of the set ReconfSet which contains
the indirect related components.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an approach to model the indirect dependency between the
components of a component-based system. The model is written by using Alloy language
which is a formal modeling language. Then, Alloy analyzer is used to check whether
the current configuration has any indirect dependable relations or not. Alloy analyzer
helps the system developer by notifying him about the status of the target component.
If the target component has indirect dependable relations then, the system developer
should reconfigure the target component and each member of the indirect dependable
group. Otherwise, the reconfiguration commands will be rejected in order to preserve
the local consistency of the system. Then we propose a new algorithm to reconfigure a
component-based system which may have indirect dependency.
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Non-functional Properties Aware
Configuration Selection in
Component-based Systems
In many contemporary reconfigurable component-based systems, different configurations
of components can provide the same service or the similar functionality1. Each config-
uration has its own set of components. It is very interesting to take advantage of the
user preferences of non-functional properties such as price, speed in order to select the
most satisfactory configuration. In this chapter we propose an approach for choosing the
most preferred configuration from a set of alternatives in order to maximize the end user
satisfaction. The approach is based on using a list of non-functional properties (NFP) of
components.
6.1 Introduction
Modern autonomic component-based systems aim to change their configuration during
the running time in order to satisfy the user requirements or the environment changes.
Usually, the reconfiguration is done after analyzing the requirements and making the
suitable decision [DDF+06]. The goal of executing the reconfiguration on the system
components is to provide the required functionality. But, in some cases the analysis
and decision making management may find more than one configuration that provide
the required functionality. This raises the question about what is the best configuration
to execute on the components. One of the solutions is to choose the configuration that
maximizes the user satisfaction based on the non-functional properties such as price,
performance, and backup. Therefore, the user preferences over non-functional properties
can be used to guide the selection process in order to pick up the optimal configuration.
1In this thesis we mean ,by similar functionality, components provide the same services.
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Many works have been done in the web services area such as [ZBN+04, RMYT09,
LNZ04] to get benefit from the non-functional properties in order to select the most opti-
mal service according to the user preferences over the non-functional properties. But by
moving to the component-based area, new challenges and obstacles appear such as pre-
serving the global consistency of the component-based system. That’s to say, the selected
configuration must not violate the system invariants. Violating the system constraints
may damage the whole correctness of the system [CEM13].
In this chapter we propose a safe selection approach to select the optimal configuration
from a set of configurations where all of them provide the same functionality. From our
point of view, the optimal configuration should have the following characteristics: 1) it
should preserve the global consistency of the system. 2) it should be the best configuration
in the selection set which can make the greatest increase in the user satisfaction.
The proposed approach starts by presenting how to model the structure of a component-
based system. The model should specify both the functional and the non-functional prop-
erties. Having a comprehensive model is an essential issue at the analyzing and decision
making time. Then, the approach shows how to check whether a configuration preserves
the system consistency or not. After that it presents non-functional properties normaliza-
tion and configuration evaluation method. The evaluation process exploits multi-criteria
decision making methods (MCDA) [Tri00] to assess the configurations according to the
non-functional properties.
6.2 Background and assumptions
This section introduces the previous approaches for configuration selection and shows
our motivations for proposing a new approach. Then it shows our assumptions about the
target systems
6.2.1 Background
Several works have been carried out in order to select the optimal solution from many
candidates based on NFP. Most works are implemented and accomplished in the web
services domain.
Zeng et al
The authors of [ZBN+04] presented a middelware platform that supports the web services
composition and selection based on QoS attributes. The composition and selection of web
services is done in a way that maximizes user satisfaction expressed as utility functions
over QoS properties.
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The proposed middelware has two main features. The first one is, a service quality
model to evaluate overall quality of Web services. The second one, the middelware
provides two alternative service selection approaches for executing composite services.
Reiff-Marganiec et al
The authors of [RMYT09] proposed an approach for automatic selection of web services
based on non-functional properties. Their approach provides a generic model for cap-
turing non-functional properties, metrics for Non-functional Properties and a preference
function to rank the services.
Liu et al
The authors of [LNZ04] proposed dynamic QoS computation model for web services
selection. They presented an extensible QoS model that is open, fair and dynamic for both
service requesters and service providers. Their model divides the quality criteria into two
main categories: The first one is generic quality criteria such as execution price, execution
duration, and reputation. The second category is business related quality criteria which
vary or differ from a business domain to another business domain such as the penalty
rate, for the early termination, in phone service provisioning domain. Then, the authors
show how to compute the QoS values of web services. The QoS computation takes into
consideration the secure active users’feedback and the active monitoring. Finally, they
implement a QoS registry based on the proposed extensible QoS model in the context of
a hypothetical phone service provisioning market place.
Sykes et al
In the component-based systems area the most relevant work to our approach is presented
in [SHMK10]. The authors proposed an approach for assembling the components and
selecting the most optimal configuration based on non-functional properties. However,
in their work they did not address the preserving of the system consistency. Therefore,
there are always some possibilities of selecting inconsistent configuration that violates
the system invariants. The constraints violation can damage the whole correctness of the
system.
Moreover, the authors of [SHMK10] did not discuss how to evaluate the components if
they have String or Boolean non-functional properties types. In addition numeric non-
functional properties have tow classes. The first one, when the higher values represent
higher quality. The second one, when the lower values represent higher quality. In our
work we presented an approach to standardize and to normalize NFPs data types and
scaling them into the range [0..1]. After the scaling, higher values always represent higher
quality.
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In addition, many of the related works use the weighted sum model method without
solving the problem of multidimensional domains where the NFPs have different mea-
surement units. In our approach, the previous problem can be solved using the scaling
functions thanks to the division operation.
6.2.2 Assumptions
Usually, a reconfigurable system moves from the old configuration to a new one in order to
provide a new functionality. The new functionality should satisfy the user requests or the
working environment requirements. In our work, we assume that we have autonomous re-
configurable component-based system. An autonomous system has the ability to change
itself by self-reconfiguring. Figure 6.1(A) shows the architecture of an autonomous re-
configurable component-based system. Let us begin to present the role of each layer from
the bottom to the top. At the lower layer, the system has a pool of components where
each component provides some services. The desired functionality can be provided by
assembling some components in a specific configuration. The system also has a reconfigu-
ration management unit which is responsible for reconfiguring the components. Usually,
the reconfiguration management receives the model of the new configuration from the
analysis and decision making layer and reassembles the components to conform the se-
lected configuration. The reconfiguration management unit supports the five essential
operations of dynamic reconfiguration: add components, remove, link, unlink, replace.
The system architecture also includes the analysis and decision making layer. This
layer is responsible for analyzing the collected information in order to take the correct
decision. The collected information has two sources: the monitoring unit and the end
user. The monitoring unit gathers the information about the working environment and
conveys them to the analysis and decision making layer to adapt the working environment
changes. The end user can also ask the system to reconfigure itself to provide the new
desired requirements.
If a decision is made to change the current configuration then the analysis and decision
making layer should provide a model of the new configuration to the reconfiguration
management layer. In some cases, the same desired functionality can be provided by
different configurations. Figure 6.1(B) shows the current model of the configuration conf
and it also shows that the new desired functionality can be provided by three models
conf ′1 or conf ′2 or conf ′3. The question is how to select the most appropriate model
of the new configuration. This chapter proposes an approach which uses non-functional
properties in order to select the most appropriate configuration model. Non-functional
properties can be used to present the user preferences. Our objective is to select the
configuration model, which can maximize the user satisfaction by using non-functional
properties.
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Figure 6.1: Part (A):The architecture of an autonomous reconfigurable component-based
system. Part(B): shows different configurations provide similar functionality
6.3 Modeling Non-functional Properties of Compo-
nents Using Acme
Acme [GMW10] is an Architecture Description Language (ADL). This language can
be used to describe the software architectures at a high level of abstraction. Acme
provides constructs to model and specify the architecture of a software system. The
system architecture is specified and modeled as a set of components connects to each
other via connectors.
Many architecture description languages do not address the non-functional properties
modeling. However, Acme has the ability to model the non-functional properties of
components. so this is the reason of our motivation to select the Acme language to model
the component-based system.
Acme description language uses the components to represent the structure of the sys-
tem. Connectors are used to represent the different connections between components. In
Acme modeling a component may have properties. There are two types of properties:
functional and non-functional. Functional properties are used to represent the compu-
tational behavior of the component. Non-functional properties is used to represent the
system qualities. For example, performance, delay, price, and reliability.
Figure 6.2 shows a model in Acme language. The model describes the component
SearchEngineA which represents a search engine. SearchEngineA has one required
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1 Component SearchEngineA =
2 {
3 Port request;
4 Port result;
5 Property performance : Float = 0.8;
6 Property responseTime: Float = 5;
7 Property availability: Float = 0.90
8 }
Figure 6.2: Search engine description with some non-functional properties
interface to receive the client requests called request. It also has one provided interface
called result to return the search results. The model also describes three non-functional
properties of the search engine: performance, location, availability. Acme allows to asso-
ciate each property with its type and its value. For example, the pefromance property
represented as a String and it has the value ”0.8”.
In this chapter we suppose that we have a set of configuration models and we want to
select the most appropriate one to apply it on the components. The selection process is
based on non-functional properties. In order to support the decision making process, we
need to modify the previous model by assigning a weight to each non-functional property.
The weight shows how important is the non-functional property to the end user. Using
weights to guide the decision making allows to compare the configuration models and to
select the most satisfied one for the user.
1 Property Type PerformanceT =
2 Record [
3 value: Float;
4 weight: Float;];
5 }
Figure 6.3: Weighted non-functional property type
Acme allows user-defined property types. We can define the non-functional properties
as Acme records. The record has two fields. value field and weight field. value can be
String or Float or Boolean according to the property. weight field has a Float value rep-
resents the property importance. Figure 6.3 shows a type definition for the performance
property. In the same way we can define types for the other non-functional properties.
The user-defined type PerformanceT can be used in figure 6.2. For example suppose
we assign the weight in the performance property the value 0.9. We can simply replace
the fourth line by the following:
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Propertyperformance : PerformanceT = [value = 0.8;weight = 0.9];
To this end, we have showed how to model the non-functional properties using Acme
language. Each non-functional property has two fields: value and weight. In the next
sections we will show how we can use these fields in the evaluating process in order to
select the appropriate configuration.
6.4 Preserving The Global Consistency
Reconfigurable component-based systems should always preserve the global consistency
of the system before and after the reconfiguration process. Preserving the global consis-
tency is done by satisfying the system invariants and constraints. Violating the system
constrains may generate inconsistent system [CEM13]. Therefore, all the prospective
configurations should preserve the global consistency. If the prospective configuration
does not satisfy the system constraints then it will be excluded from the candidate list.
Some times, the system may have a set of constraints or invariants related to non-
functional properties. For example, suppose we have a component Ci and the following
constraint backup = true. This means that Ci must support backup quality.
From the global consistency perspective, Non-functional properties (NFPs) can be clas-
sified into two categories: constrained NFP and free NFP . Using this classification
can help to ensure the total correctness of the selection process. The alternative configu-
ration should satisfy all the constraints of its constrained NFPs before entering to the
evaluation phase. If the alternative configuration does not satisfy all the constraints then
it will be excluded from the candidate list. We call this phase: the filtering phase.
For example, suppose that the user wants to get access to the internet using component-
based system. Let us assume that the system can connect to one of three WiFi net-
works. Each WiFi is represented by a component, which provides the functionality
internetAccess. As it is shown in figure 6.4. For simplicity in this example, we will
consider each component represents a prospective configuration. Therefore, there is a
list of alternatives {A,B,C} where each component provides the internet access func-
tionality. Each component has three non-functional properties: performance, price, and
availability. The value of the availability will be true if the WiFi Hotspot is available.
Let us assume the following constraints should be satisfied by WiFi components:
performance > 0.4 and availability = true.
The previous constraints show that performance and availability are constrained NFP
while price is free NFP because there isn’t any constraint on the price NFP. To do the
filtering phase, WiFi component alternatives should satisfy the constraints. By returning
to the previous example we can notice that all components satisfy the performance con-
straint. While the second constraint availability = true is not satisfied by the component
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1 Component A = {
2 Port internetAccess;
3 Property performance:PerformanceT = [value=8.0; weight=0.3];
4 Property price:PriceT = [value=5.0$; weight=0.7];
5 Property availability:availabilityT = [value=true; weight=0.0]
6 }
7 Component B = {
8 Port internetAccess;
9 Property performance:PerformanceT = [value=5.0; weight=0.3];
10 Property price:PriceT = [value=0.0$; weight=0.7];
11 Property availability:availabilityT = [value=false; weight=0.0]
12 }
13 Component C = {
14 Port internetAccess;
15 Property performance:PerformanceT = [value=6.0; weight=0.3];
16 Property price:PriceT = [value=2.0$; weight=0.7];
17 Property availability:availabilityT = [value=true; weight=0.0]
18 }
Figure 6.4: Illustrative example using Acme modeling language
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B because the hotspot for this WiFi is not available during the selection process. So, B
will be excluded from the candidate list. The output of the filtering phase will be the
candidate list:{A,C}.
As we see making decision analysis without taking into consideration the non-functional
properties constraints may produce a wrong decision. In the previous example the wrong
decision would be: selecting the configuration which contains the component B.
6.5 Non-functional Properties Normalization
We can notice easily that the non-functional properties have different data units. For
example, the price might be in dollars, while the latency might be in seconds. This
difference is called in decision making analysis: the multidimensional problems. However,
some multi-criteria decision making methods have some violation (like WSM) when they
are used in multidimensional classifications [Tri00]. Therefor, we need to normalize the
real values of NFPs in order to standardize them. There are three main value types of
non-functional properties: 1) Boolean values like availability NFP 2) Numeric values such
as processor speed, latency, performance ... 3) String values such as location name. The
rest of the section explain how to normalize each value type.
6.5.1 Boolean Values Normalization
Many NFPs have boolean values such as availability, and backup. Boolean values nor-
malization is very simple. We can simply say that the normalized value will be 1 if the
NFP value is true and 0 otherwise.
6.5.2 Numeric Values Normalization
To normalize the numeric values, we distinguish between two cases: the first one is when
the higher numeric values of NFP considers as a higher quality such as the performance,
processor speed. The second case is when the lower values of NFP represent a higher
quality like response time and price. To normalize the numeric values we will use the
scaling functions to scale the real values range to [0..1] range
For the first case: Formula (2) will be used for scaling.
sv = v − vmin
vmax − vmin (2)
For the second case: Formula (3) will be used.
sv = vmax − v
vmax − vmin (3)
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Using scaling formula will standardize the values of the NFPs. After scaling, the higher
scaled value always means the better quality.
6.5.3 String Values Normalization
The third value type of NFPs is: String values. Usually some NFPs may have string or
text values such as location. In order to normalize string values we will use a scoring
table. Suppose we have a string NFP with N possible values. We first arrange the values
from the lowest quality one to the highest quality one. Then we assign a rating for each
value. Lowest quality value is assigned to zero while the best one is assigned to n − 1.
Finally, we use formula (2) to scale the rating. The scaled values will used in evaluation
process.
For example, let us say the security NFP has the tree possible values: poor, medium,
high. Table 6.1 shows the normalization of the security NFP:
Value Rating Scaling
High 2 1
Medium 1 0.5
Poor 0 0
Table 6.1: Security NFP normalization
6.5.4 Example
Let us consider the NFPs of the components in the example 6.4. We notice that the
performance and price are numeric values. While the availability NFP is boolean value.
Now, suppose for the performance the higher values represent the higher quality. How-
ever, the opposite is true for the price NFP. Therefore, performance NFP is scaled using
formula (2), while price NFP is scaled using formula (3).
Component Performance Price Availability
A 1.0 0.0 1
B 0.0 1.0 0
C 0.667 0.6 1
Table 6.2: normalization the real values of NFPs in fig 6.4
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6.6 Evaluating Mono-component Configurations Us-
ing Non-functional properties
After completing the filtering phase and the normalization phase, we can start the eval-
uation process. We assume in this section that the reconfigurable system has a set of
prospective configurations where each configuration has only one component. For sim-
plicity in this section, we consider each single component is a prospective configuration.
We will use the multi-criteria decision making methods (MCDA) [Tri00] in order to eval-
uate each component according to its list of non-functional properties. MCDA provides
many methods, in this chapter we will only consider the Weighted sum model (WSM)
[Fis67]. In the future work, we will take into consideration some of the other methods
presented in [Tri00].
6.6.1 WSM Evaluation
Weighted sum model method is one of the simplest multi-criteria decision making meth-
ods. WSM is very popular and widespread. WSM works perfectly in single dimensional
domains where all the NFPs have the same measurement unit such as seconds. However
it has a conceptual problem in multidimensional domains where the NFPs have different
measurement units. Because it calculates the sum of NFPs which have different units.
For example, the sum of seconds and dollars.
However, this problem can be solved by using the scaling functions presented in sec-
tion 6.5. This is because the division operation eliminates the measurement units.
Now, to apply this method let us assume that we have m alternative components provide
the similar functionality. Each component Compi has a n element list of non-functional
properties. Each non-functional property has a scaled value vij and a weight wj where the
sub-index i refers to a component and the sub-index j refers to a non-functional property.
The weights represent the user preference. The higher weight means the higher desire of
having a desired value of a specific NFP. For the weights we assume the following:
n∑
j=1
wj = 1 ∧ wj ∈ [0, 1]
The evaluation function eval is defined as the following:
Eval(Compi) =
n∑
j=1
wj × vij
For example, by returning to the example listed in figure 6.4. The scaled values for
this example are in table 6.2. Let us evaluate the three components using WSM method:
Eval(A) = 0.3× 1.0 + 0.7× 0.0 + 0.0× 1.0 = 0.3
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Figure 6.5: Example of several prospective configurations
Eval(B) = 0.3× 0.0 + 0.7× 1.0 + 0.0× 0.0 = 0.7
Eval(C) = 0.3× 0.667 + 0.7× 0.6 + 0.0× 1.0 = 0.6204
According to the evaluation the most satisfactory component is B. However, the func-
tionality provided by B is not available. We meant to evaluate B to show that without
the filtering phase, the decision will be incorrect. So, the correct evaluation always should
come after the filtering phase. If the candidate list after the filtering is: {A,C}. The
component C will be chosen.
6.7 Example
This section presents a full example of the selection process. Suppose we have a user of
smart phone. The user asks for a messenger service in order to chat with a friend using
the internet. As we see in figure 6.5, the smart phone has three messengers that provide
the chatting service. The messengers has two choices to get access to the internet through
the wireless connections. Either by using the Wifi service, or by using the 3G internet
service. The required functionality is produced by making a composition between a mes-
senger and a internet services.
Suppose for this example that there are three non-functional properties for the messen-
gers: powerconsumption, security, backup. For the internet wireless connection compo-
nents, there are also three non-functional properties: speed, price, availability. Table 6.3
shows the values of previous NFPs for each component. Now, let us assume that the user
prefers the messenger which does not consume a lot of energy and secure. The user weights
the importance of the messenger NFPs as the following: wpower = 0.5, wsecurity = 0.4 ,
wbackup = 0.1.
For the internet access, the user prefers strongly the high speed and the lower price. The
user weights the importance of the internet wireless connection NFPs as the following:
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Component Power Consumption Security Backup
Messenger1 0.7 high true
Messenger2 0.2 medium true
Messenger3 0.5 poor false
Component Download Speed Price Availability
Wi− Fi internet 4.5 mbps 0.9 $ true
3G internet 1.0 mbps 0.3 $ true
Table 6.3: NFPs values of the messengers and the internet connections
wspeed = 0.6, wprice = 0.4
if the user does not provide a weight for a non-functional property such as availability
then its weight will be zero. Now, in order to preserve the global consistency of the
component-based system, there are a set of constraints should be satisfied. The following
constraints are related to NFPs and represent some of the system invariants:
For wireless internet service component: Availability = true.
For messenger component: (security = (high or medium)) And (PowerConsumption <
0.8).
Right now, it is about time to use the proposed approach to generate the configurations
that provide the required functionality and to select the most preferred one by relying on
the non-functional properties.
6.7.1 Generating The prospective Configurations
As we notice, figure 6.5 shows six configurations can provide the messenger service using
the internet:
A = {Messenger1, WiF i}
B = {Messenger1, 3G}
C = {Messenger2, WiF i}
D = {Messenger2, 3G}
E = {Messenger3, WiF i}
F = {Messenger3, 3G}
Therefore, the set of the prospective configurations are:
{A, B, C, D, E, F}.
6.7.2 Filtering Phase
Table 6.3 shows that the two wireless internet components satisfy the related constraint
Availability = true. Table 6.3 also shows that messenger1, messenger2 satisfy the
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constraints (security = (high or medium)) And (PowerConsumption < 0.8). However,
messenger3 does not satisfy them because it has a poor security. Therefore, configura-
tions E and F will be excluded from the candidacy process. The output of the filtering
phase will be the following candidate list of configurations:{A, B, C, D}.
6.7.3 Normalization Phase
Before starting the evaluation process, it is important to standardize all the NFPs prop-
erties values for all components. Table 6.4 shows the scaled values using the formulas
and the approach mentioned in section 6.5.
Component Power Consumption Security Backup
Messenger1 0 1 1
Messenger2 1 0.5 1
Messenger3 0.4 0 0
Component Download Speed Price Availability
Wi− Fi internet 1 0 1
3G internet 0 1 1
Table 6.4: Non-functional Properties Normalization
6.7.4 Evaluating The Alternatives Phase
The first step, we start by evaluating each component in the candidate configurations
using the WSM method, the proposed weights, and the scaled values in table 6.4
Eval(Messenger1) = 0.5× 0.0 + 0.4× 1.0 + 0.1× 1.0 = 0.5
Eval(Messenger2) = 0.5× 1.0 + 0.4× 0.5 + 0.1× 1.0 = 0.8
Eval(WiFi) = 0.6× 1.0 + 0.4× 0.0 + 0.0× 1.0 = 0.6
Eval(3G) = 0.6× 0.0 + 0.4× 1.0 + 0.0× 1.0 = 0.4
The second step, for each configuration in the candidate list we aggregate the evaluations
of its component in order to obtain the total evaluation of the configuration.
Eval(A) = 12 × (Eval(Messenger1) + Eval(WiFi)) = 0.55
Eval(B) = 12 × (Eval(Messenger1) + Eval(3G)) = 0.45
Eval(C) = 12 × (Eval(Messenger2) + Eval(WiFi)) = 0.7
Eval(D) = 12 × (Eval(Messenger2) + Eval(3G)) = 0.6
According to the user preferences (weights), the most appropriate configuration which
can maximize the user satisfaction is configuration C.
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6.7.5 Applying The Selected Configuration Phase
The last step is to change the current configuration of the system in order to include
the configuration C = {Messenger2, WiF i} be asking the reconfiguration management
layer (cf. Figure 6.1).
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present an adaptive approach to select the most appropriate config-
uration from a set of configurations which provide similar functionality. The goal is to
maximize the user satisfaction. The approach starts by proposing a model using Acme
language which allows us to model the non-functional properties. Then we discuss how to
preserve the global consistency in order to ensure the system correctness. After that, we
show how to standardize the NFPs so that they can be used in the evaluation functions.
Finally, we show how to evaluate and select the most optimal configuration according to
the user preferences.
In the future works, we plan to apply some of the other multi-criteria decision making
methods to evaluate the configurations. We will also try to compare these methods of
selection according to the NFPs characteristics.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Directions for
Future Work
This chapter summarized the research presented in this thesis, and suggests directions
for future research.
7.1 Conclusion
The objective of the work described here in this thesis is to build adaptive reconfigurable
component-based systems. The research has four principle contributions:
• Making a comparative study of dynamic reconfiguration approaches: the research
starts by surveying and comparing about twenty different approaches for supporting
dynamic reconfiguration. The comparison is based on a set of criteria.
• Proposing an approach to preserve the global consistency of a reconfigurable system:
Firstly, we model and constrain the structure of a reconfigurable system using Alloy
language. Then, We model dynamic reconfiguration operations. The preservation
of global consistency is done by using invariants and assertions. Finally, we express
the reconfiguration commands and execute them using Alloy analyzer. The analyzer
shows if the commands are safe or not.
• Proposing an approach to preserve the local consistency of reconfigurable com-
ponent systems. The approach takes into consideration the existence of indirect
dependency between components.
• Proposing an adaptive approach to select the most optimal configuration from a set
of configurations which provide same functionality in order to maximize the user
satisfaction.
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7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis covers the essential challenges of dynamic reconfigu-
ration. The proposed approaches represent general solutions which are not related to a
specific framework or a specific domain. Possible directions for future work are:
1. Extend the work presented in this thesis in order to include the following elements:
• In chapter 4, studying the consistency preservation of the component interfaces
with contracts. Using a specific component based application as an example
in order to include new invariants, which are related to the nature of the
application.
• In chapter 5, prolong the work to include ”stateless” components. Investi-
gate the presented problem in other working environments (non transactional
environments). Provide a formal proof of the proposed algorithm.
2. Implement the proposed approaches in a concrete platform based on components
technology in order to make a real analysis about the presented contributions in
this thesis.
3. Designing adaptive reconfigurable component-based operating systems. In fact, we
can get benefit of the approaches presented in this research to provide the recon-
figurability and the adaptability features to a component-based operating system.
4. Investigating the runtime dynamic reconfiguration in web services based systems.
Web services based system is a new distributed computing paradigm where services
are located, bound, and executed at runtime over the Internet.
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120
Re´sume´
Le travail re´alise´ dans le cadre de cette the`se a deux objectifs principaux. Le premier
est de contribuer a` la spe´cification de la reconfiguration dynamique des syste`mes a` base
de composants. Le deuxie`me objectif est de se´lectionner la configuration optimale parmi
un ensemble de configurations qui fournissent des fonctionnalite´s identiques ou similaires.
Le processus de se´lection de´pend des proprie´te´s non-fonctionnelles du syste`me.
La proprie´te´ de reconfigurabilite´ est essentielle pour de nombreux syste`mes a` base de
composants contemporains. En effet, cette proprie´te´ ame´liore la disponibilite´, l’adaptabilite´,
l’e´volutivite´, la maintenabilite´ et la performance des syste`mes tels que les syste`mes avion-
iques, les commutateurs de te´le´communications et les syste`mes commerciaux. Pour ces
syste`mes, l’arreˆt de longue dure´e n’est pas admissible pour des raisons se´curitaires ou
e´conomiques. L’adaptabilite´ et l’evolvabilite´ sont e´galement des caracte´ristiques impor-
tantes pour ces syste`mes qui ont besoin d’inclure des changements de l’environnement
ou des nouvelles exigences des utilisateurs dans le logiciel. Toutes ces motivations plus
montrent l’importance de permettre, de`s la conception, la reconfiguration dynamique de
syste`mes.
La reconfiguration est la capacite´ de modifier la structure ou le comportement d’un
syste`me a` l’exe´cution et sans l’arreˆter comple`tement. Le travail pre´sente´ dans cette the`se
e´tudie les me´canismes et les techniques pour fournir la reconfigurabilite´ aux syste`mes a`
base de composants. La fourniture de reconfigurabilite´ ne´cessite la prise en conside´ration
de la cohe´rence du syste`me pendant et apre`s la reconfiguration. Il y a deux sortes de
cohe´rence : cohe´rence globale et cohe´rence locale. Dans cette the`se, nous proposons
une approche pour pre´server la cohe´rence globale d’un syste`me a` base de composants
reconfigurable en utilisant un langage formel de´claratif, Alloy. Une autre approche est
propose´e pour pre´server la cohe´rence locale en analysant la relation entre la de´pendance
indirecte et la reconfiguration dynamique.
Enfin, la se´lection de configuration consiste a` choisir la configuration la plus optimale a`
partir d’un ensemble de choix dans le but de maximiser la satisfaction de l’utilisateur. Une
approche propose´e pour faire le meilleur choix en fonction des pre´fe´rences de l’utilisateur
exprime´es sur des me´triques non-fonctionnelles.
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